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Listening at the dawn of a new 
millennium ... 
Our recent "Acoustics Today" 
conference provided delegates with a 
poignant reminder of acoustic 
measurement and assessment as it has 
developed during the course of this 
century, andparticu1arlythe last fifty or 
so years. Anecdotes from the past -were 
relived and past acousticians' 
instrumentation dusted off and brought 
to the conference as memorabilia. 
Members' achievements were noted and 
their efforts over many years were 
acknowledged. 

Reflecting over my yean; in the field of 
acoU5l:ics and involvement in tIu: AAS, I 
!Ul1 reminded how this national society 
has served the wider community 
through its memoorn in listening to and 
responding to many and varied acoustic 
issues, and our members' involvement 
in research and development in 
acOllStiCS and associated fields. 

It is evident from the papers presented 
over the years in our national 
conferences and ever increasing number 
of local and international conferences, 

Ultrasonics is an area of acoustics that is 

wide in its scopc and growing in 

as well as Acoustics Australia's 
infonnative articles, that our Society has 
also been at the forefronl in advancing 
awareness of the significant progress in 
acoustics that has been made. 

As we consider the challenges and listen 
to the new voices of the future 
millennium, we realise that to a large 
extent the members of the Society are 
becoming increasingly dermed in terms 

of our involvement in a global exchange. 
Within our membership we have already 
embarted on addressing the challenge 
posed by 1andmines in Cambodia, we 

are researching traffic noise of once 
distant cities. Certainly the global 
village is encroaching on our shores, 
and increasingly calling on our expertise 
and field of speciality. Have we not 
witnessed the dream of Prof. Graeme 
Clark develop, as he and his researchers 
created the first muffied sounds for 
those whose listening was silence? 

Listening at the dawn of the new 
millennium we will hear the hum of 
technology, we will sense the vibration 
of WlSeen speeds, and we wil1listen to 
the dreams of those who will dare to 

There are further advantages to the lISe 

of ultrasonics in comparison with other 

challenge the boundaries. I suspect this 
will not be all. 'There will remain the 
noise of the last millennium, the 
rumbling of traffic, the beat of unskilled 
mllSicians, and the clatter of disputing 
neighbours ... that will be work enough 
for all of us! 

Thank you for the privilege of 
Presidency at this exciting time. Our 
councillors have been focussing on 
future directions at our recent council 
meetings and I will malre a fuller report 
in the New Year outlining some of our 
ideas. Once again thank you for your 
support, and 1 take this opportunity to 
thank all councillorn and Division office 
bearers for your efforts over the past 
year, and a particular thank you and a 
word of encouragement to Graeme 
Yates. We have sincerely appreciated 
the work and effort you have carried out 
for the Society through what has been a 
stressful period. 

To all members of the Australian 
Acoustical Society: 

Happy New Year! 
GeoffBames 

Pre/lidenl 

structures and the consequential 

detection of damage, the design of an 
importance. Included are sueh relatively possible techniques. Ultrasonic ultrasonic gas-flow meter for dmnestic 

mWidane areas as ultrasonic cleaning 
and ultrasonic welding, right through to 

the complexities of phonon propagation 

in crystals. The papers in the present 

special-topic issue address the middle 

ground of ultrasonic sensing and non

destructive testing. Here the fact that 

ordinary solids and liquids are 
moderately transparent to ultrasonic 

waves provides the background upon 

which the techniques are built, while the 

further fact that transmission properties 

are significandy modified by changes in 

density, elasticity or structnre allows 

such changes 10 be detected and imaged. 

Acoustics Australia 

radiation at typical imaging intensities is 
harmless to biological tissue, which 

cannot be said of x-rays, and the 

millimetre-scale resolution is adequate 
for nearly all medical and industrial 

purposes. In addition, the low speed of 
oound compared with that oflight makes 

the use of Doppler techniques 
straightforward for the measurement of 

liquid or gas flows in a variety of 

situations. 

The four papers in this issue present 

some of these !!pplications in detail - the 
propagation of ultrasonic waves in 
composite panels such as Il8(l(\ in aircraft 

and indllStria1 applications, the lISe of 

ultrasonics and medical imaging, and the 

support of these and other applications 

by measurement and calibmtion. 

Obviously we have explored only a tiny 

fraction of the possible uses of 

ultrasonics in this issue, and we wiH 
follow up at a later time with papers on 

other applications. It is comforting to 

know that acoustics is a field so broad 

and so rapidly advancing that no simple 

inclusive survey of even a small part of it 

is possible! 

The Editor.< 
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ULTRASONIC DOMESTIC GAS METERS 
Noel Bignell 
CSTRO Telccommonications and Industrial Physics 
Lindficld, NSW, 2070. 

atu,mpl to m"",ure th~ f1nw r,,-te by mea:;uring a 
vehx;ity in the flow The relatinn;hip betv.-een the measured 
velocity and the flow rate is discussed later in this document. 
They are all sampling meters with a measurement being made 
every several secouds. They are called inferential meters 
because it is possible to infer the volume that has 

are powered hy lithium cells that usually operJte for about 10 

methane, 

2. TRANSIT-TIME illJTRASONJC GAS 
l\fETERS 

Acoustics Australia 

exi:;ting 
between the upstream and downstream transit times for a 
velocIty of 20 nunls is 57 ns so a resolution of a few 
nanoseconds is needed tor reasonable unc.,,-tainty. To do lhis 

3, TRANSDUCERS 
The main problem with transducers that must work in gases is 
that the acow;tic imp~danc~ "fthe gal; is much less than that 
(lfthe transducer. This has bem overcome in three ways. A 
ll"llditional approach I:; to w;e a makhing layer on the face of 
the transducer that has an acoustic impedance intemlediate 
between the gas and the transducer material which is usually 
a piew-ceramic. The materials thai are ~uitable lilT lhi" are 
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A third solution is the transducer developed by 
CSlRO/AGL [9] that uses a strip of metal coated, 
polyvinylidene ftuoride (PVDF) filmof251ffil thickness and 
curved in a smooth "M" shape. The PVDF is prepared by 
poling and stretching to give it piezoelectric properties. The 
curvature assists some of the modes of vibration of the film 
when it is excited by signals applied to either side. The result 
is a transduceroflow Q and with a frequency of 120 kHz, that 
operates with low voltage excitation and can be used either as 
a transmitter or as a receiver in a reciprocal manner. Due to 
the properties of the PVDP the output of the transducer 
depends on temperature and so the gain ofthe system must be 
varied to allow for this. An automatic gain control system is 
UIled in all meters to allow for the changes in the transmiSllion 
properties of the gases, and changes in the transducers and 
electronics. 

Figure I. Transducers in a metering tuhe with mode control 
devices (A). 

4. PROPAGATION OF ULTRASOUND 
INDUCTS 

'.Vhen ultrasound propagates in a duct it generally does so as 
a series of modes. The exact nature of these modes depends 
very much on the geometry of the duct but they travel at 
speeds that depend on their complexity, with the simpler 
modes travelling the fastest. The plane wave is regarded as 
the simplest mode. Other modes have a cut-off frequency for 
the conditions involved, that is. they will not be propagated in 
a given duct below this frequency. Many modes can 
propagate in ducts that are somewhat larger than the 
wavelength. 

The received wavefonn in a gas meter is due to the arrival 
of a number of modes and this has the effect of prolonging the 
arrival time of the signal. The signal is also prolonged by the 
natural oscillation of the transducer as an oscillator with a 
particular value of Q. It is thus to be preferred that the 
transducer have a low Q so lhat1his effect is not enltanced. 
This long signal is of great significance to the pulse repetition 
timing method. 

The modes also behave differently in the presence of flow 
and this leads to changes in the received wavefonn depending 
on whether it has been transmitted upstream or downstream. 
This change of waveform can have serioUll consequences for 
the timing oflbe signals as explained in the next section. The 
simple duct is usually modified to try to control these 
changes. An example of this is the device shown as ''A'' in 
Figure 1 [II]. OtherConfiguratiOllll use an element down the 
axis of the tube [5]. Some designs use very small ducts that 
allow the propagation only of the plane wave mode [7]. This 
also has the effect of increasing the pressure drop across the 
meter since this varies as the inverse fourth power of the 
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diameter of the duct. Some of this pressure drop may be able 
to be reoovered since it is a velocity head and some meter 
designs [6] use a conical recovery section to do this. 
Sometimes the tmnsducer is made cOlllliderably 1arger than 
the duct to try to avoid the generation of these modes [6]. 

5. WAVEFORM AND TRIGGERING 
The time interval that needs to be measured is from the time 
of the excitation of the transducer to the arriva1 of the signal 
The first is known very precisely but the arrival time of the 
signal is not. The reason for this is that the signal starts at a 
very low level as is shown in Figure 2. It is necessary to select 
some part of the signal capable of greater precision for the 
second timing marter. A zero crossing in the middle of the 
signal is suitable or a deliberately introduced phase reversal. 

It is essential that the same zero crossing be chosen 
consistently for the timing_as the time difference between one 
negative-going zero crossing and the next is far more than the 
uncertainty that is required in the timing. One common 
technique uses a comparator, one input of which is the signal 
and the other a reference or threshold level. The comparator 
produces an output when the signal passes the threshold. The 
next zero crossing (perhaps in aparticular direction) can then 
be identified for the timing marker. To ellllure that the correct 
zero crossing is chosen it is preferable to have a signal that 
rises rapidly. This means that a low Q transducer should be 
used. For a system that depends on selecting the same zero 
crossing in the waveform by its relation to peaks of particular 
heights, changes in the envelope of the received signal must 
be small. This is not so for propagation in a flowing gas. 

This change in peak heights due to flow is illustrated in 
Figure 2 where two waveforms are shown. One is for 
transmission upstream into a flow of 4m'lh in a 15 mm 
diameter tube and the other is for transmission in the opposite 
direction. They have been adjusted to have the same peak 
height. The jndividual peaks in the two wavefonns have quite 
different heights however, so that a tlrreshold, such as 
represented by the thick line from the left, and a comparator 
combination would select different zero crossings. The 
upstream wavefonn is almost the same as the zero flow 
waveform butthe downstream can be very different. Because 
of the flow profile the wavefront bends 10 the outside giving a 
pumping of the (0.2) mode. This is also seen when the tube 
wall is colder than the gas. The exact effect depends on the 
phase relationship between the plane wave and the (0,2) 
modes. Sometimes the second part of the waveform can be 
larger than the first with obvious detrimental consequences 
for the triggering and selection of a particular zero crossing. 

6. TIMING 
The timing of the signal in the two directions mUllt be done 
with an uncertainty of about 3 DS if the specification is to be 
met for the uncertainty at low flow rates. This is quite difficult 
to achieve when the restriction oflow power conllUIDption is 
applied. A timing clock of even 10 MHz will allow direct 
timing to only 100 ns. An advantage is the very large number 
of measurements made in the billing period. If these 
measurements are truly random a high single measurement 

Acoustics Australia 
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6.1 Clock poind interpolation 

7. PUI.Si<:-RF.PKrrflON TECHNIQUE 
PROBLEMS 
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Flow rate (m'/h) 
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During the reception oftbe third plane wave pulse the modes 
or,me-thinl speed from the first transmission and half speed 
from the second tmnsmission will be simultaneously arriving, 
andS{) on. 

The timing of the pui!;cs is done using a zero cro~sing and 
the presence of another signal can change the cxact time of 
this crossing. This would not matter much if everything stayed 
ronstant bnt the flow changes the phase relationship of the 
modes to lhe plane wave. For example for downstream 
propagation, the velocity of the gas increases the effective 
velocity of the mode to c", + v and the cbange in arrival time, 
LIT, is gi~en by 

(3) 

whcrcL'm is the velocity orlhe mode. The value of ilTvanes 
with flow from 0 to many times the period orlbe signal and 'ill 
there is a cyclical effect on the timing error. This is the ea(J.~e 
of the o,cillation ~een in Figure 3. 

If a parlicular mode inkrdd~ with the plane wave mode to 
shift thc time ofa partieular.lero crossing by tlrthen if we 
could invert the plane wave mode the time shift would be -In:. 
If we could add these two errors, they would cancel. This can 
be arranged to happen since we are able to transmit both 
normal and inverted pulses. It is, however, not quite 
straightforward because "',e would like to cancel the effect of 
more than just one mode. The principles on which the error 
cancellation scheme v,'Orks are: 

• thi, error ha.~ the same magnitude hut "JIP,,,ite sign if either 
the main signal or the smaller ~lgnal, but not both, are 
inverted 

• the error has the sume magnitude and sign if both are 
inverted 

and laminar flow. The maximum vclocity Vrn"" for both ~a.-;e, 
is that along the axis. The mean ,celoeity for laminar flow is 
O.5vm~ and approximately O.75v~", for turbulent flow but in 
this case the exact relationship varies with Reynolds number. 

ltbas been shown [I] tbat a plane wave can ~arnple equally 
over the whole diameter of tbe mbe and 80 the velocity 
calculated from the transit times for a plane wa'",c is the mean 
velocity of the gas. Usually there are other modes present. 
bowever, and these will sample preferentially from different 
part~ of the cross section of the tube. The extent of this error 
depend.~ on the relationship of the wilvelengtb to the tube 
diameter. If the ("be is large compared "ith the wavelength 
rather than filling the tube the ultrasOllild travels down the 
centre in a beam-like manner. In this case the velocity 
obtained will be closer to \'m= and will thus have a dilTm:n( 
relationship to the mean velocity depending on whcther thc 
flow i~ turbulent or laminar. 

For the CSIROIAGL gas meter me3~urements oflhe mean 
flow and the velocity show that the velocity measured is closer 
to Ihe mean than tll the maximum velocity. The ultrasonic 
signal used is of sufIiciently large wa~ehmglh compared with 
the diameter of the tube that it tends to spread 
Experimentally the ratio of the slopes of the lines of best fit 
for velocity versus flow in the turbulent and in the laminar 
regions is 0.989 whereas the ideal value would be unity. If the 
velocity mea~ured were that along the axis, the result would 
be approximately 1.5. A velocity d~p~t1(lent correction 
algorithm is used to reduce the error. 

• the principle of superposition applies, that is the signals act the beam There is a quarter wave plate to avoid d1e "V" 
independently in the p"",en~e of each other. reflection. 

The error in the timing can be cancelled if lVe can generate 
equal 11I1.lllbers of errors of opposite sign. TIlls can be 
achieved by transmitting an inverted pulse once in every four 
tran~mi~~ions. A more detailed e>:planation ofthi, <;cherne is 
in [10]. It is able to correct substantially far the timing error 
caused by the slow modes in the tube with the result shown in 
Figure 3 

8. THE RELATIONSHIP OF VELOCITY 
TO FLOW 

TIle meter calculates the velocity of the gas, but exactly whal 
velocity is this"! In a duct offlowing gas there is a range of gas 
velocities fonning what is called the flow profile. For laminar 
flow the vo:locilJe~ fonn a purabuli" shape, for turbulenl Oow 
lhi, OaUens, and the exact shape vanes "ith Ihe Reynolds 
number. TIlC maximwn Reynolds number for most of the gas 
metcrs is about 10,000 and turbulent flolV is normally 
regarded as occurring for flows with Reynolds nwnbers above 
2200. Thus the meter, span the two flow regimes ofturbuJent 
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9. RECIPROCITY AND DELAYS 
The time for the transmission of a pulse of nltrasound in the 
tube when there is no flow present should be the same in botb 
directions. For this to happen the time delays for the 
transducers in the presence of the medium must act with 
identical delays whether they are acting as transmitters or as 
receiver;<;. According 10 the reciprocity theorem in acoustics 
the transmission properties will he independent of the 
transducers and the properties of the medium if the 
transducers are linear and if the impedance of the circuit that 
thc transducers arc eOlUlected to 18 .lcro, or allemativeiy 
infinite. 1,\'hilst strictiy speaking, neither ofthcsc conditions 
can be met in practice, it is possible to use impedances 
sufficiently low to achieve the reqnired degree of reciprocity. 
It is also desirable to have the transducer see the same 
impedance whether it is transmitting or receiving. Linearity 
in the Iransducer.< i~ a significant requirement since they 
operate with vcry diffcrent signal le~els when they are 
transmitting to when they arc receiving, 



! 
ANTI REFLECTION PLATE 

Figure 4. Rectangular cross =lion duct with "W" 
aoousticpatb. 

Because the difference in tranSlllission times between the 
two directions must be small when there is zero gas flow, it is 
important that the circuits used for upstream and downstream 
traIllUllission do not differ in their time delays. The time 
difference, that is the rnaximwn that is acceptable, is 2 os. For 
a signal of 130 kHz when a zero crossing is used for timing, 
this corresponds to a phase stability of 0.1' which for two 
separate amplifiexs working over a wide temperature range is 
hard to maintain. It is better to have as many parts of the 
circuit in common as possible, to avoid the time delay 
differences that lead to a poor measurement of the zero 
velocity. 

The transit time measurements at zero flow may be equal 
but still in error because of electronic delays and delays 
caused by the transducers by an amount LIT. Then there is an 
error in the measured velocity of2A1/To where T. is the transit 
time in still gas 1bis would not be serious if it remained 
constant but the value of T. varies with the gas type and the 
temperature. For Ll.Tof2!ls this gives an error ofaboul 1%. 
Due to a change in the velocity of sound from air to hot gas, 
this will change hy about one quarter giving a change in the 
measurement of 0.25%. 

A means to eliminate the delays caused by the transducers 
and associated electronics is to use the second form of 
equation (I) that hIlS the term T,-T, in the top line. 'This 
difference cancels the delays. The bottom line contains the 
term T, TJ and this does not eliminate the delays. However, 
this can be writlen as 

1~1~~C"<I_~'f(") (4) 

so that a knowledge of the velocity of sound, c, and an 
approximate knowledge of venables it to be calculated quite 
accurately since vic is small. The velocity of sound is found 
from a separate measurement using a third transducer [8] or a 
peripheral signal from the gas velocity measurement 
transducers [6]. This measurement is based on multiple 
reflections using only time differences that cancel the delays. 

10. CONCLUSION 
Domestic ultrasonic gas meters face problems due to the 
requirement for small size and low power consumption. The 
various techniques used to achieve the operational 
specifications needed have been described. The acceptance 
by the market of these devices has been limited to the United 
Kingdomand there ithas been nruted due to the higher cost of 
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manufacture of the meters compared with the lraditional 
diaphragm meter. An electronic meter permits severnl billing 
rates for different times of the day and has the inherent 
advantage of allowing easy connnnnication with the outside 
world to report consumption or fault. These features have not 
yet become important in the market. A1J the cost of their 
production continues to fall and with the increasing move 
towards integration of billing systems for water and energy 
reticulation it seems that they will be more used in the future. 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
MEDICAL ULTRASOUND 
S.W.Hugbes 
Queensland Univenity of Technology 
Brisbane, QLD 4001 

ABSTRACT: A numberofgmups around theworld are worlcing in the field of three dimensional (3D) ultrasound (US) in order to obtain 
higher quality diagnostic information. 3D US, in general, involves collecting a sequence of conventional 20 US images along with 
information onthepositionand orientation nfeach image plane. A tmnsformationmatrixis calculated relating image space to world space. 
This allows image pixels and region of interest (ROI) points drawn on the image to be displayl:d in 3D. The 3D data can be used for the 
production of volume or surface rendered images, or for the direct calculation of ROJ volumes. 

1. INTRODUCfION 
The purpose oflhis paper is to briefly introduce the reader to 
the field of three dimensional medical ultrasound. Ultrasound, 
as Ii medical imaging modahty has developed since the end of 
the second world war, and grew out of developments in 
SONAR (SOund Navigation And Ranging). Ultrasound 
images from within the body are effectively 'sonar maps'. 
Ultrasound is used extensively in medicine, especially in 
obstetrics (care of the unborn baby), gynaecology and 
cardiology. Ultrasound examinations now account for at least 
25% of all of medical image examinations. 

Ultrasound unages are tomographic in nature, i.e. they 
provide a cross-sectional images of patient anatomy. In tbis 
they are similar to X-my computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance (MR) images. However, ultrasound does 
have significant advantages over CT and MR, for example, 
ultrasound is inherently safer than CT or MR, especially when 
imaging the fetus. Also, US machines are many times cheaper 
to purchasc and maintain than CT or MR machines. 

2. TWO DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUND 
Before we can discuss 3D ultrasound, we need to briefly 
describe thc formation of 20 images. Imagcs are fonned by 
measuring the time for echoes to return from inside the body 
and therefore are sometimes called 'echograms'. Sound is 
reflected back towards the transducer wherever a change in the 
acoustic impedance is enoountered. Conventional 20 images 
lire produced by the emission of ultrasound pulses from an 
array of piezoelectric elements. The time for echoes from 
inside the body to return to the t::ransducer elements is 
recorded and the depth of echogenic structures calculated 
assuming a velocity of sound of 1540 mls in tissue. 

Medical ultrasound probes typically operate in the range 
3 - 7 MHz. The maximum resolution of course depends on Ihe 
wavelength of the ultrasound. The wavelength of 3 MHz 
ultraound is about 0_5 mm in tissue. Axial resolution is given 
as half the spatial pulse length. For example, if a 3 MHz probe 
emits pulses four cycles in length, the axial resolution will be 
(4 )( 0.5 mm)f2 = 1.0 nun. Attenuation increases with 
frequeucy, therefore there is a trade-off between resolution 
and depth of penetration. 
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3. THREE DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUND 
3D ultraoound is a logical. extension of 20 ultrasound, and a 
number of groups around the world are currently working in 
the field of 3D ultrasound (for a comprehensive review see 
Nelson and Pretorius 1999). 3D US involves acquiring a 
sequence of conventional 2D ultrasound images through a 
volume of interest (VOl) within the body. Some means is 
required to register the acquired images to a three ditnellSional 
coordinate system. This can be achieved by means of a 3D 
trackeroonnected to the uitrasowtd probe, or by a rotational or 
translational mechanism within the probe housing that sweeps 
the image plane through the VOl (Hamper et aI, 1994, Gilja et 
ai, 1995, Blaas et ai, 1995), The two methods are depicted 
schematically in figure 1. 

Ti:ansducers with an internal mechanism tend to be quite 
bulky and have to be held stationary for a number of seconds 
to allow a sufficient number of images to be acquired. Probes 
with an externa1localiser attached can be scanned free hand. 
An advantage of 'dedicated' 30 probes is their 
compactness--no extemai localiser is required. However, a 
disadvantage of dedicated 3D probes is that they have a 
narrow field of new close to the surface of the probe and also 
cannot capmro extended structures (blood vessels in the leg, 
for example). In contrast, transducers with an external 
local.iser can be used to capturc extended structures. 

3D image sequences can be acquired from within blood 
vessels using an intravascular ultrasound probes (Ennis et ai, 
1993, Rosenfield et ai, 1992). This is effectively a very sma1l 
array of piezoelectric elements on the end of a narrow tube 
(catheter) that can be inserted into an artery. The catheter is 
pulled back at a constant rate and images are acquired at 
regular intervals in time and therefore position. Tn this case it 
is assumed that tip of the catheter has moved in a straight line 
down the centre of the lumen. Rotation of intravascular probes 
has also been tried, in which case rotation angle is used to 
determine image orientation (Kok-Hwee et al, 1994). 

Martin et aI (1993) have developed a 2D phased array 
probe small enough to fit down an oesophageal catheter. The 
probe is deployed adjacent to the heart, providing clear images 
through the chambers. A pulley system 8WCcps the image 
planes through the heart, enabling cardiac volumes to be 
obtained during anaesthesia. 
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hounng 

Figure L Oifft:rent techniques for acquiring a 3D image 
dataset. (a) In a dedicated 3D prooo wme kind ofmechanimn 
rotates or trnnslates a cOnYetlt;onal 211 prolx:. (To improve 
clarity, only a few image pla~s are "h<l"",). (b) F= hand 
acqui.i!ionofimages 

Many different types of cxternal space trackers have been 

usccl to record the position and orientation of ullJasound 
probes. The most cOIIUllonly used an: electromagnetic (EM) 
devices, for example those manufactured by Polhemus Inc, 

3Space Fastrak (Gardener el ai, 1991, Hodges et ai, 1994, 

Hughes d ai, 1996, Blass ct ai, 1999) and the Ascension 

Technologies Flock of Birds (Leotta et ai, 1997, Gilja et 31, 
1998, Berg et ai, 1999). These have a transmitter and receiver 

each containing three onhogonal wire coils. The transmitter 
coils are energised giving rise to signals, which are detected 

by the receiver coils. The relative strengths of the field picked 

up by the receiver enables the position and orienlatitm tn be 

calculated relative the coordinate system of the transmiUer, 

The transmitter and receiver connect to a syslems electronic 

unit, wroeh usually inlerfaces to a PC via a RS 232 serial 

conoection (although Ascension Technologies produce a 

sy~tem (PCBlRO) that plugs iuto a PCI bus in a PC). 
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Figure 2. Mechanical Fam Ann attached to a 20 ultrasoWld 
transducer (a water-filled plastic teSi object is s. en in tht water 

""". 
EM trackers are prone to interference by nearby metal, ill 

the case of the Polhemus Fastnlk, ~tudies have shown that this 
is minimal if the receiver is allem;1 7 L-m away from the probe 
and 20 em above 3 metal framed patient couch (Gardener et 
ai, 1993). The flock of birds sensor can be attached directly 10 
au ultr~sound probe with no ill effects. 

Mechanical arms have also been used (Sawada et ai, 
1983). Figure 2 shows a Faro Arm part of a system being 
developed by the author 10 quantifY organ movement for 
radiotherapy purposes, Although mechanical arms are very 
cumbersome compared to EM crackers, they do have the 
advantage that they can be used in the presence or large 
quantities of metalncaf a radiotherapy linear accelerator, for 
example. 

Some groups have experimenled with acoustic trackers 
comprising spark gaps placed on a slructure attached to the 
ultrasound transducer and microphones placed on a stalionary 
bar (Levine et ai, 1989). These systems are fairly cumbcrwmc 
aDd require the continual monitoring of temperature and 
humidity, which affect the velocity of :;ound in air. 

There is a third method used by some companie~ in which 
there is no direct "Iocaliser"butthe opcrator does a freehand 
sweep of the scanning probe over the area of interest. The 
machine assumes a unifurm movement and uses some image 
processing techniques to "stitCh" the 20 scans together, in 
sequence, into a 30 data hlock 

4, CONVERTING POINTS FROM IMAGE 
TO REAL WORLD COORDINATES 

Central to any 30 US system is an algorithm 10 convert the 
coordinate ofa point in a 2D US image (either an ROI points 
drawn on the image by the user, or a pixel) into world 
coordinates, The tracking device will give the spatial 
coordinates and orientatien of the moving sensor relative 10 
the device coordinate system (for the Faro Arm shown in 
figure 2, the origin of the coordinate system is the metal ball 
to the left of the base) 



Tm.Ct:T1tre of the sensOT is connected to a reference point 
in the image (for e)(ampie the centre of the transducer face) 
,;a a series of 3D vector~. These vectors can be used 10 
con;trlK.:t a (3 x 3) tnlmformation matrix to convert points 
from image to world space (and vice ver~ if necessary). 
Calculat ion of the transformation matrix can be automated by 
scanning a Test objeCT of known dimensions. 

5. ACQUISITION Of" l\1AGES 
All ultrasound mach.ines have a video (>Ulput (for an aUJ(iliary 
monitor for example). and so images can be acquired by a PC 
based video frame grabber. Dedicated 3D systems tend to use 
the video data available wiiliin the ultras(>Und machine. 
Ideally, the position and orientation data should be acquired at 
the same instant as each image. In reality there will be a small 
dday, which might need to be taken into account. 

The number of images aC<juircd and sean technique 
dC]l"nd, nn whal kind ofproccssing is to be performed on the 
images. If volumes are to be ealculated then only a fev..· 
imab'CS, 10-20 for example, are required to adequately sample 
the structure or organ. Regions of interest (ROI) are traced on 
the relevant images (figure 3) and the points transformed from 
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Figure 6. Surface remk.ttd Mal r""" (not the some fetus :IS 

shown in figure~).(Courl<'S)·ornr. fl . lkooit) 

image space to world space. The multiplanar ROls can be 

used to calculate v()lume directly, or the ROI points can be 
crmnecled into a triangle mesh (figure 4) prior to volume 
calculation. For vo lume measurements, it is best if the 
acquired image planes do not intersect as many volume 
calculation algorithms presume non-intersecting ROI planes. 

If vo lume or surface rendering of the 3D image data is to 
he performed then many more linages need \0 be acquircd
in some cases as many as IO,()(X) (Barry CT ai, 1997). When 
very long sequences are acquired some means of removing 
the effect of cardiac and respiratory movements. Barry et al 
have developed a system for quantifying plaque thickn~~, in 
earotid arteries (the blood vessels that carry blood up the neck 
to the brain). Around 10,000 2D ultrasound images are ~t()red 
on video tape. The au<lio channels are us~d to .• tore the 
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position and orientation data and ECG data (for cardiac 
gating). Images are digitised by computer after acquisition. 
Maybe in the future it will be possible to store this amount of 
vidco data directly onto a computer hard disc or RAM. 

After the image data has been captured the nexl stage is to 
consolidate the data into a regular grid. A regular 3D grid is 
constructed, and a pixel intensity calculated for each node by 
interpolating betwoon image pixels proximate to the node. 
Either a surface extraction algorithm can be applied to the 
data, or rays cast through the data to produce a volume 
rendered image. Surface rendered images can be used to 
calculate volume (assuming that a closed surface is generated). 
In spite of their name, volwne rendered images cannot be used 
to calculate volwne. Figure 5 shows an example of a fetal head 
in profile and figure 6 shows a surface renderiug of a fetal head 
(although not the same one as in figure 5). 

6. VOLUME ALGORITHMS 
Prior to the advent of 3D ultrasound, organ volumes were 
calculated from maximum dimensions obtained from roughly 
orthogonal 20 images. These dimensions would then be used 
to obtain an ellipsoid volume. As can be imagined, significant 
errors arise if the organ is not nearly ellipsoidal in shape. 

A number of different algorithms have been devised fur 
calculating volume from multiplanar ultrasound images. 
Watanabe (1982) has developed II !!}'lltem, which utilises only 
multiplanar ROb. The area of each ROI is multiplied by what 
we might tenu a local slice thickness. This technique is 
commooly used for calculating the volume of a structure 

imaged using X-ray computed tomography (CI) or magnetic 
resonance (MR.) which produce parallel images of a precise and 
known spacing. In the case of images acquired using a hand 
held probe, images will not be exactly parallel and will not be 
exactly evenly spaced (as shown in figure Ib for Cl<a1llple). 

If the surface ofan organ is tessellated into triangles, truly 
3D volume algorithms can be used. For example a central 
point within thc object can be connected to each triangle 
vertex to fill the space with tetrahedra (the volume of which 
are given by one sixth of the scalar triple product of the edge 
vectors coWlecting the centroid to the triangle vertices. This 
technique assumes that there is II dear line of sight between 
the centroid and eadt triangle vertex (i.e. does not have deep 
concavities). If the object is more complicated in shape, then 
tetrahedral decomposition can be perfonned within successive 
pairs ofROIs (Cooke et ai, 1980). 

An adaptation of Gauss' theorem (Hughes et ai, 1997) can 
also be used. This involves multiplying the x, coordinate of 
each triangle centroid by the x component of the triangle 
normal and theu by area of the triangle. This is repeated for 
the y and z centroid and nonnal components. The three 
volume calculations lire then weighted according to the area of 
the surface projecting in the x, y and :z directions respectively. 
Studies have shown that volumes can be measured to an 
accurat:y ofdown to 2% (Hughes et 111, 1996). 

7. DOPPLER 
When an ultrasound pulse reflect!l off II moving structure, a 
red blood cell (RBC), for example, it undergoes a shift in 
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frequency. The magnitude of the frequency shift depends on 
velocity of the RBC reilltive to the ultrasound beam, and the 
signofthe shift depends on the direction of blood flow relative 
to the ultrasound beam. A colour imllge can be produced, 
overlying the grey scale anatomical image, showing variations 
in blood flow. Ifa sequerwe of registered 2D Doppler images 
is acquired then a 3D lllIIp of blood flow can be generated 
(Pretorius and Nelsoo, 1992, Picot et ai, 1993) 

8. THE FUTURE 
A lot of work is currently being carried out to assess the 
advantages of 3D ultrasound compared to 20 (for example, 
Hamper et ai, 1994). Some studies have already shown that 3D 
US is better able to detect fetal abnonnalities such as deft lip 
and palate (Ulm et ai, 1999). Another advantage is that 
patients and non ultrasound literate medical staff are able to 
comprehend 3D images betterthan 2D US images. 

Work is underway to develop 3D phased array probes. 2D 
phased array probes are commonly used in cardiac imaging. A 
linear array of piezoelectric elements is excited in a certain 
temporal pattern resulting iu ultrasound beams propagating 
away from the face of the probe at various angles. An 
advantage of a phased array probe is that thc field of view at 
depth is very nruch wider than the face of the probc. Hence it 
is possible to image the heart via the space between the ribs. 
If the linear array of piezoelectric elements is extended into a 
2D array then we have a 3D phased array probe. However, 3D 
phased array probes have the same limitatious as mechanical 
3D probes, i.e. restricted field of view, especially close to the 
transducer. At present there are difficulties in developing 
viable 3D phased array probes. The major problem is one of 
bandwidth-i.e. all of the returning echoes cannot be 
processed quickly enough. Cross-talk between the closely 
spaced elements is another problem. 

One can perhaps envisage a kind of mat placed across the 
abdomen of a patient that has a number of piezoelectric 
elements embedded within. The associated electronic circuitry 
would be able to process return signals in parallel thus 
producing a real-time 3D image of patient anatomy. 
Developments in 3D ultrasound rely on improvements 
computer technology. 
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ULTRASOUND CALIBRATION AT THE 
NATIONAL MEASUREMENT LABORATORY. 
Adrian J. Richards and Adam P. Stirling 
Ultrasound Standards, National Measurement Laboratory 

Division of Telet:ommwU(atioR$ and Industrial Physics, CSIRO Llndfield 

ABSTRACT The Natloool. Measurement bbomlory (NML) has had interactions in ultrasound ranging from the medical (therapy und 
diagnostic). non-destruetive testing/evaluation (NDTtE) 10 high power cleaning and sonic processing. A present emphasis is in thenJPY 
ultrasound. In this area there is a problem with poorly calibrated ultrasound therapy machines either delivering a dangerous amount of 
ultrasound or so little that it is ofno c1ini<:al benefit. A traceability chain i. required from the clinical \I8CI" oflhe ultrasoond therapy machine 
tonational standards. A portable power standard (PPS) is preaentiybeingdosigned 10 enable the traceabili1y to occur. Juslasimp<lrtnntlythe 
associated advisory publicatiorn; are being furmulatedto enable its deployment in the traceability chain. The next rnajor effort inultrasound 
staru.lar<l& is expected to be NDTIE for Australian i!J1d New Zealand industry. A review of what is required for standards support in the 
NDTlEc()Ill([lunityistobeunder\aken. 

1. 1NfRODUCTION 
mtrasound is sound at a frequency greater than the audible 
(>20kHz), with the upper limit presently being constrained by 
technology to ilpproximately toO MHz. Power levels can be 
substantial, to some kW, with some hundreds of MPa of 
pressure. These large ranges in frequency and power indicate 
that there is a very broad range of applications for ultrasound. 

In the Australian medical community, ultrasound has a 
strong presence: 

14,000 registered physiotherapists use therapeutic 
ultrasound. 
10% of the Australian population in one year have a 
diagnostic imaging ultrasound examination and virtually 
all unborn children are examined with ultrasound. 
Approximately 7,000 people per year in Australia are 
treated with lithotripsy for kidney stones, gall stones and 
the like 
Countless surgical ultrasound units and dental descalers 
are in use. 
For non-destructive testing/evaluation (NDTIE) of large 

and small mechanical plant, building and road structures, and 
aerospace components, the use of ultrasound is commonplace. 

In the military, submarine warfare is heavily dependent on 
sonar technology. The samo technology is also seeing 
applications in marine biology research. 

Finally there are an increasing number of industrial 
processes being developed that make use of ''high power" 
ultrasound to impart physical and chemical changes. 

Metrology wise though, ultrasound is a comparatively new 
area. Many of the measurement techniques and standards are 
still in a high rate of evolution. The effort at the National 
Measurement Laboratory (NML-CSIRO) is even more recent. 

The efforts of the ultrasound standards group at NML in 
reccntyears has fooussed on: 

commissioning equipment and techniques to a level where 
useful standards measurements can be made, 

• reviewing what is required for standards support in the 
ultrasound commuuities of Australia and New Zealand, 
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• commencing efforts to support the users of therapy 
ultrasound. 
This paper will review the present state and future plans 

for ultrasound standards at NML and for the ultrasound 
oommunity. The NML facilities will first be briefly described, 
followed by a more detailed description of the present efforts 
being directed towards therapeutic ultrasound and then the 
othOl: areas of present and future interest. The therapy 
ultrasound effort bas alse been quite instructive in how to 
approach an area requiring measurement traceability as well 
as a more accurate and precise application of its particular 
technique or technology. 

2. NML FACILITIES 
Absolute Fundamental Standanl 

There are three fundamental quantities of interest for a 
propagating ultrasouic wave. These are the displacement and 
the frequency of the wave and the spatial distribution of the 
wavefront. The displacement and frequency can be measured 
absolutely IDling a path length stabilised He-Ne Michelson 
interferometer. The absolute displacement measurement is 
derived from the 632.8 nm wavelength of the laser, whilst the 
absolute frequency is obtained by comparison with tlle NML 
in,house atomic clocks. The fundamental standard Michelson 
interferometer is presently capable ofa bandwidth of 0.1 to 50 
MHz and a displacement resolution of 0.05 run. There are 
only a handful of such absolute ultrasound standards 
operating in the world, all of which are resident in national 
standards laboratories. 

In practice, the interferometer is conunonly IDled to 
calibrate a secondary standard membrane hydrophone which 
is immersed in water and subjected to a well-characterised 
ultrasound field. The secondary standard is then used to 
calibrate client hydrophones for ultrasouic pre.sure sensitivity 
with respect to frequency. Occasionally, the interferometer is 
used to measure the ultrasonic displacement directly on a 
transmitting transducer in air or water and on solids which 
have an ultrasonic field excited within them. 
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Scan System 

The other property of fundamental interest is the spatial 
distribution of the ultrasound field. This is often requiwd 
when determining the ultrasound !>earn profile of transmitting 
transducers or the angular directivity of hydrophones 
(receivers). A sophisticated positioning system, more 
commonly tenned a scan system, is used to accurately move 
the transducer about the ultrasound field. The scan system has 
the following features: 

Six degrees of freedom with a single manipulator. 

XYZ motion of 1000(400(400mm with 1 JlIII resolution, 
• Three angular motions of ±16S., ±IOO· and ±IO· with 

wspective resolutious of 0.001·, om' and 0.05·. 

NDTIE scans usingpu1sc-echo transducers can be done on 
test pieces that are commonly used in testing work. 

The scan system at NML will be calibrated using optical 
interferometry so that its spatial mcasurements are tracealJle to 
national length and angle standards. It will !>e the highest 
specification scan system for any ultrasound standards 
laboratory in the world. However, large defence and civilian 
NDTIE testing laboratories often have scan systems with 
specifications that are tighter by a factor of two. 

Total Power Standard 

Ultrasound transmitting transduceIS operating at higher 
powers will produce an ultrasonic field that exhibits a strong 
radiation force. TIris radiation force can be measured by 
directing it against a 45', air-backed cone cormected to a 
sensitive mass \)alance. The total ultrasonic power in the 
transducer's beam can then be calculated from the radiation 
force. The mass standards used to calibrate the mass balance 
are traceable to NML in-house standards. This power 
measurement device is typically termed a radiation force 
balance. The one used at NML has a bandwidth of 0.1-10 
Ml:Iz and a power range of 0.1 to 30W. 

Miscellaneons 

A range of standard, medical, NDTJE and industrial 
transducers are kept in order to produce a range of ultrasound 
fields and to undertak informal comparisons with other 
national standards laboratories. NML will participate in two 
formal international ClPM comparisons of ultrasound 
standards in the next 1-2 years. One will ilIVolve the 
measurement of hydrophone sensitivity and the other the 
measurement of ultrasound power at therapy levels. The latter 
comparison is particularly timely given the current effort in 
therapy ultrasound at NML. 

3. THERAPY ULTRASOUND 
The Problem 

An ultrasound therapy machine typically consists of a high 
frequency generator driving a piezoelectric disc encapsulated 
in a metal housing which is then applied to the skin of the 
patient through a coupling gel or water bath. Clinical therapy 
ultrasound machines operate in the frequency range 1-3 MHz 
with a power range of 0-15 W or an intensity of 0-3 Wcm". 

The clinical users are commonly trained and registered 
physiotherapists. lTItrasound is one of the most common 
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electro-physical therapy modalities used by physiotherapists. 
Some examples of medical conditions it is used to treat are 
sporting and repetitive strain injuries, rheumatiod arthritis, 
nerve pain, circulatory disorders, and deep scar tissue. 

It hall been estimated [I] that there are approximately 
7,000 registered clinical users of therapy ultrasound machines 
per 10 million popnlation in the western world. The 
widespread usc of ultrasound is reflccted in the extensive 
literature, eg [2-6]. Although ultrasound therapy is widely 
used, it is difficult to obtain a written clinical protocol [7, 8]. 
In a common teaching text [8] and a general literature review 
[9], theauthOIS admit that there isa lack of controlled c1inical 
trials to ascertain optimum treatment parameters. 

It could be the lack of calibrated machines in clinical use 
that is contributing to the vagaries in clinical application of this 
therapy. 1Welve surveys of the calibration of therapy machines 
have been conducted between 1973-95 in Austra1ia, Canada, 
the Nether1ands, New Zea1and, United Kingdom, and the USA 
[10-21]. From these surveys, several features-wereclear. 

On average 70% (range 50-80%) of machines failed the 
standard applicable in mat country. The allowed power 
inaccuracy is ::I:3oolo (sometimes ±ZOO";'). 

Regular calibration checking of ultrasound therapy 
machincs was required. 

It has only been in New Zealand (NZ) that a 
comprehensive follow-up survey has been done after 
corrective action. The 1985 NZ survey of 230 machines found 
that 65% had a maximum output that differed by more than 
(30% from that indicated [15]. Following this poorrcsult, the 
NZ Socicty of Physiotherapists Private Practitioners' 
Association instituted a voluntary accreditation scheme for 
hospitals and private practices. The follow-up survey 10 years 
later [21] was encouraging in that only 18% of the machines 
failed (c.f. 65%). However, this is for a measurement that is 
made at full power as is commonly stipulated in IEC standards 
[22]. Disturbingly, it was found that 50% did not give the 
correct value over their full output range. Furthel1llore there 
was no correlation lJetween calibration accuracy and period of 
use (hours of service) or the calendar period since the last 
calibration check. In NZ, routine testeTII are under no 
requimnent to have their proficiency in testing examined; 
common practice in the western world. The NZ study suggests 
[23] that some machines cannot be calibrated properly, and/or 
may be incorrectly calibrated at manufacture. Furthennore, 
subsequent calibrations performed during its clinical life may 

be in error. 
Anecdotal tales of patient discomfort or injury due to 

ultrasound therapy exist, but are seldom made widely known 
for reasons involving malpractice and liability. It was 
documented at an Edinburgh, UK, hospital recently that two 
patients did receive injuries due to treatment from a faulty and 
un-calibrated machine [20·22, 24, 25]. The alternate situation 
is no elfective treatmenl The NZ surveys [15, 21] showedthat 
4-7% of machines wew either delivering no ultrasound or less 
than 10% of what was indicated (clinically ineffective). It is 
clear that in this situation the patients are paying for treatment 
and receiving none. 
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an international review of what contributes to making an 
internationally competitive machine. 
advice on how quality control can be done moot cost
effectively. 
the provision of compliance testing to Australian and 
overseas standards. 

In formulating and beginning this effort in therapy ultrasound, 
a number of lessons for a body like NML have been learnt: 

Consultation: Extensive consultation is required with all 
• levels of use ofthe technology, from the patients to regulators 

in other countries. This information gathering can be done 
effectively through the use of both formal and informal 
advisory groups. A good mechanism for tbe formal group is a 
Standards Australia technical committee. The informal group 
arises from identification of key players and stakeholders. 

Effective Compliance; The correct questions need to be 
asked. Will the management sclleme, advisory publications, 
standards and technical devices employed actually give a high 
degree of effective compliance at the end use of the 
technology? Does all the effort really make a difference to 
societyandpatientwell·being? 

A Driver: The gulf between NML and the patient is a wide 
one. The person required to bridge thai gulf and ensure that 
useful work flows across it requires familiarity with all the 
levelsoftheprobJem. 

4. OTHER AREAS 
The breadth of ultrasound use can be seen in the range of 
Standards Australia committees that NML has interacted 
with: 

HEl3!3MedicaIUltrasonics. 

HEl3/-IS Lithotripters. 

ME3 Sterilising Equipment 

MT7!3 NDT Acoustical Methods. 

TE6 Printed Circuit Boards. 
Interestingly, interactions with such technical committees 

and introduction to other ultrasound technology areas often. 
arises from users and manufacturers requesting NML 
assistance, sometimes anonymously. These anonymous alerts 
or "tip-offs" are, in the experience of overseas colleagues, 
often extremely valuable sources of information. A brief 
review ofNML's interaction witll tile other uses ofultrasoWld 
of present interest will be given here. 

Med.ica1UJtrasonics 

The use of ultrasound in medicine is very widespread. MilIions 
of Australians every year will have some exposure to it. 

Lithotripters generate ultrasonic sllockwaves of more than 
10D MPa with a duration greater than lOOns. These nrultiple 
shockwaves are used to fragment hard deposits such as kidney 
and gall stom:s in humans. NML's interaction to the present 
has been restricted to the Standards Australia committee 
(HEI3/-15) and maintaining an international watching brief on 
the standards of use oflithotripsy. 
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Diagnostic imaging ultrasound is extremely widely used 
(see the Introduction). It has been the area of highest growth 
in diagnostic imaging services funded by Medicare. NML 
interaction in this area has been restricted to providing 
infonnation regarding the safety of diagnostic ultrasound to 
the Australian Health Technology Advisory Committee's 
(AlITAC) review of this toohnology. The peak power outputs 
of diagnostic imaging machines are often comparable to 
therapy ultrasound, but the duty cycles are extremely low, 
usually (2%. The dose and probability of adverse effects are 
accordingly cxtremely low. There has been some discussion in 
the Standards Australian committee (HEl3/3) regarding the 
introduction of some random compliance testing of diagnostic 
machines in Australia. The compliance test would be to FDA 
USA standards for these devices. 

The use of ultrasound surgical units and dental descalers is 
very widespread. There have been comparatively few adverse 
problems with the clinical use of these devices. Acrordingly, 
international standards activity in this area is low. 

Power Ultrasonics 

nus area covers industrial applications where the total power 
is from I W to manykW: The most common application is the 
use of ultra some cleaning baths. These baths may be used in 
such diverse situations as cleaning surgical implements of 
h\Ullan material (ME3 Sterilising Equipment), removal of 
solder flux from printed circuit boards (TE6 Printed Circuit 
Boards) and cleaning vegetables. 

NML's involvement has been to resolve conflicts between 
stakeholders during the production of standards and to 

provide design and measurement advice for ultrasonic baths. 
However, due to the large power densities involved, 
conventional in-situ measurement methods are often of 
limited. value and difficult to interpret. The number of queries 
in this application area is expected to rise slowly as industry 
explores the use of high power ultrasonics in the sonic 
processing of materials 

Underwater Acoustic!! 

The term underwater acoustics is often used. to describe 
waterborne military acoustics from the audible range to 500 
kHz. The military use is usUlilly confined to ranging, imaging 
and passive detection of other watercraft. Dr Suszanne 
Thwaites of NML is presently conducting a review of 
Australian military and civilian uses of underwater acoustics. 
This is in preparation for a forthcoming international 
comparison in underwater acoustics. 

Non Destructive Testlng/EvaIuatiOD (NDTIE) 

This is probably the area where NML can make the most 
impact. However, to date, the medical area has consumed 
most of the NML effort. NML has provided informal advice 
and Quality Assurance testing of NDTIE lnm.<!ducers for a 
major Australian manufacturer of aerospace components for 
international clients. In addition NML is a member of the 
relevant Standards Australia committee (MT7/3) and interacts 
with the Australian Institute of Non-Destructive Testing 
(AINDT). A review of ultrasound NDTIE users in Australia 
and New Zealand by NML will shortly begin. The review will 
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ULTRASONIC GUIDED WAVES FOR 
INSPECTION OF BONDED PANELS 

D C Price, B J Martin and D A Scott 
CSIRO Telecommunications and Industrial Physics 
UnMreld,NSW 

OABSTRAcr: This paper descnlles the propagation of"Jeaky" guided ultrasonic waves in layered planar structure!!, typical of adhesively 

=:e=::~w~:::i=~.=<=din water. An outline ofllle physics orthe"" waves is given, and tbe way in whi~h they can 

----------------------------------
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound is an important tool for characterising engineering 
materials, both for detecting discrete defects (cracks, voids, 
disbonds, inclusions, etc.) and for assessing material 
properties (e.g. elastic modulus, microstructure). It is widely 
used in industry, most commonly in the so-called pulse-echo 
configuration in which a single piezoelectric transducer, 
coupJedto \he surface oflhe material of interest, is used to 
excite a longitudinally-polarised pulse of Ultrasound, and to 
detect signals subsequently back-scattered from structures 
within the material. 

There are, however, a significant numbe:r of applications 
in which the material to be evaluated forms a structure in 
which at least one dimension is much smaUcr than another 
and which can, under appropriate circumstances, behave as a 
waveguide. Planar structures in which the thickness is much 
smaller than the lateral dimensions constitute an important 
class of such structures. Ultrasonic inspection of multi
layered planar structures is frequently required in, for 
example, the aerospace industry: examples are fuselage, wing 
and control surface skins, multi-layered carbon fibre 
composite laminates, adhesively bonded lap joints. In cases 
such as these it is often advantageous to make use of the 
guided modes that propagate in the structure, both from the 
point of view of the ability to excite specific dynamic stress 
distributions in the structure and/or to allow more rapid 
inspection of relatively la.ge !mlas. Some examples of the use 
of ultrasonic Lamb waves, for which the particle motion in the 
wave is in a plane normal to the plate surface, havc been 
described by Bowles and Scala [I]. A comprehensive review 
of guided __ in plates, and their use for materials 
evaluation, has been recently published by Chimenti [2]. 

This paper is concerned with leaky guided waves in planar 
structures. Whereas "trueH guided waves are free vibrational 
modes of an elastic structure in vacuwn, leaky waves are 
analogous modes that can be generated when the plate is 
immersed in a fluid, which may typically be air or water. 
These waves are excited by an incident wave from the fluid, 
and they decay by re-radiating (or "leaking') energy into the 
fluid on both sides of the plate. Mathematically, the difference 
isthat the true guided waves are the solution of the vibrational 
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eigenvalue problem for the plate, while the leaky waves 
correspond to the solution of the related scattering problem. If 
the fluid loading is light (i.e. the acoustic impedance of the 
fluid is much less than that of the plate) the leaky guided 
modes are very similar in structure and frequency to the true 
guided modes. This is normany the case for metals immersed 
in air or water, but it is no! necessarily so for polymer-balled 
materials in water. 

The work descrihed in-this paper hall been carried out over 
a nwnller of years, as part of a collaboration between CSIRO 
and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group. Most of it has 
not been published in the open literature. The physics of 
leaky guided waves is not new, though some aspects have not 
been previously reported It is believed that the methods 
uti1i:red here for presentation of the results provide useful 
insights into the way in which these waves propagate, and 
interact with an external wave field, and suggest novel 
methods for the development of defect detection strategies 

In the subsequent sections of this paper a brief 
introduction will be given to the leaky guided waves in an 
aluminium plate immersed in water, since water is often used 
as· a coupling mediwn for ultrasound, particularly in 
laboratory studies. This will then be extended to consideration 
of an alurninium/epoxy/alwniniwn bonded structure, with a 
description of the way in which these waves are used to detect 
defective conditions in the bond-line. 

The results described in this paper are derived from 
numerical calculations, but it is important to point out that an 
of them have been verified by experimental measurement. 
Some examples of experimental results are included. The 
overall aim of the program is to develop practical 
measurement techniques and procedures for characterisation 
of materials and strUctures, and for defect detection, and the 
parallel theoretical and experimental approach adopted is 
consideredtobeessentia1. 

2. LEAKY GliDED WAVES IN AN 
IMMERSED ALUMINIUM PLATE 

Consider a flat sheet of aluminium inunersed in water, as 
shown in Figure 1. An ultrasonic wave of frequency f is 
incident on the plate at angle 8, in the (x, z) plane of a 
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Cartesian coordinate systCtn. It is as,umed that tbe malerial 
properties are homogeneous and isotropic, so the elastic 
propertics of the plate are isotropic in the (x, y) plane: the x
direction is dctennined by the incidern plane. 

~ .L,~. 

Figure I. Schernatic diagram of the cxpcrirnentalarnmgcmcut 
for genernting and detccting I ... kyguidod wave" in a planar 
material. An incident ultrasonic wave is emitted by the 
transducer T" and waves reflected from and tran\imilted 
through lhe plate are detected by trausducer. 1~ and Tn 
respectively. The distance x, i, known a. the transducer 
.'eparatioo: if:.<, -o, di=treflection andlrllrulmission are 
_=d 

The scattered wave field may ire calculated by (h~ 

following general procedure. 

• Initially consider that the mcident """live is an infi~ile plane 
wave in the fluid, incidem al angle 6, with frequency f 

• Solve the wave equation in each of the bulk materials, for 
plane waves of frequency f Tbis gives longitudinal waves 
in the fluid half-spaces above and below the plate, and 
waves of both longitudinal and transvcrse polarization 
within the plate. 

• Sati<;fy the boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interfaces 
a,fullows 

• Thc requirement of continuity at all times and positiollSon 
the interfaces leads 10 Snell's law, i.e . all waves thai are 
present at an interface must have the S3fl1C value for the 
wavevector component in the plane of Ihc interface (all 
waves must have the same value of kJ. This implies that the 
wave fields can be generally e~pressed as a sum of partial 
waves , ellCh of whose propagation angle is detennmed from 
the incident angle 6 by Snell's law. 

• En,ure continuity of normal displacement and stress acnlS'; 
each interfac~, which leads to eqWllions that dctcnnine the 
amplitudcs and relative phases or each of the partial waves 
in each material layer, and which in turn define the \>'"lIve 
field in the plate and the reflecled and transmitted ",,'aves 
Solution of the boundary condition equations results in 
expressions tor the reflection coefficient R and transmission 
coefficient T of the form (sec, for example, [3-6]): 
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x X -.' 
R_~ 

(X,+i.)(X,-i.) 

T-~ 
(X. +i.)(X, - iT) 

(I) 

where X. and X. are functions whose zeros are the 
eigenvalues that defme tbe syrrunetric aDd aotisymmetrie 
(""itb resp«t to Ihe mid-plane of the plate) vibrational 
modes of Ihe free plate, known as Lamb modes . Thus, the 
equations X • • 0, x. - 0 d~fine the Lamb wave dispersion 
cur~es of the free plate .• contains the eITect of the fluid 
loading; it shifts the poles of the reflection (or transmission) 
coemcient off the real axis, thereby cnsoring that the modes 
arc leaky. A number of authors, including those to whom 
reference was made above, have studied the leaky guided 
waves in terms of the poles and zeros of the refl ection 
ooeffi(...ient. Equations (1) show how the reflo:ction and 
tram;mission coefficients are related to the dispersion 
eurvesofthe free plate • 

• The finite extent of the incident he3fl1 can be taken into 
accollut by expressing it as an angular spectrum of plane 
waves (e.g [7]) and the reflected and transmitted beams 
detennined by summing over the elf",,!s of all the plane 
wa~es in the angular spectrum, If it is assumed that the 
trnnsducerbchavesasa simplc cireularpiston, the angular 
spectrum is simply thc Fourier transform of the circular 
aperture function. The angular spectrum melhod for 
representing Ihe diffraction effects resulting from a finite 
aperture is particularly convenient hen: because it makes 
use of the plane \vave ,olutions oftheprublem obtained as 
all"ve 

Incident angle in wal.<:r(degrees) 

Figure 2. Calculated amplitude H(6,fjofthc wave directly 
reflcclCdfromlhesurfaccofa 1,60mmthickaluminLumplale 
inunersed in wlIlcr, .... a functi on of the incident angle EI 3nd 
fIl'qucncyj Blackrerres.:nts T.cro reflected signal,and white 
corre.<pood. (0 total rccflection. The transducers were 12n>m 
diamet~circul>11"apertures 
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The image in Flgure 2 shows the amplitude of the 
reflection ooeffi~ient R(a, fJ for a 1.60rnm thick aluminium 
plate immersed in water. These are calculated results, 
assuming 12mm diameter circular transducers that behave as 
ideal pistons, and taking the transducer separation to be zero 
(i.e. direct reflection geometry). 

Experimental data, in the form ofsels of measurements of 
R(8) at various values off, have been made and can be very 
well reproduced by these calcUlations. Data can be fitted by 
least-squares methods 10 determine the elastic and 
viscoelastic constants of the material, and their frequency 
dependence. An example of this will be given in the next 
section. 

The results of Figure 2 illustrate some of the interesting 
physics of wave propagation in plates. The dark bands, where 
the refl.ectcd amplitude is sma.1l, are regions in which guided 
waves exist: most of the incident energy propagates down the 
plate and is re-radiated at larger values of x. These bands 
represent the dispersion curves of the guided waves, since the 
wavenumber of the guided waves is proportional to sin e. If a 
similar calculation is done for x?, 0, or of the transmission 
coefficient, the result is almost the inverse of Figure 2, since 
the guided waves now mdiate energy rather than absorbing it. 
It can be seen from equations (1) that if the fluid loading is 
light (1: small) the dark bands almost coincide with the 
dispersion curves of the free plate: the modes are then known 
as leaky Lamb modes. 

Tmages of the form of Figure 2 contain more information 
than just the locatioo of the dispersion ClU"Yes, however. The 
shades of grey indicate how well a mode is coupled to the 
incident wave in the water at that point in C8,}) space, or how 
well it can be excited and detected. This is important if the 
modes are to be used for detecting defects in the plate. Some 
points of interest are listed below (see also, e.g., Auld [8], 
Pollard [9], Viktorov [10], or other texts on elastic waves in 
solids). 

• The critical incident angle for longitudinal waves in 
aluminium, which is the incident angle for which the 
longitudinal wave is refracted parallel to the surface, is 
-13.4". For transverse waves it is -28'. For a < 13.4' the 
structure of the dispersion curves is quite complicated due 
to the coexistence within the plate of both longitudinal and 
transversc partial waves. For 13.4·< 8 < 28' the dispersion 
curves have a simpler stmcture due to the presence of only 
the transverse waves - the longitudinal partial waves are 

• There are light vertical hands in the regions corresponding 
to the longitudinal and transverse critical angles III all 
except low frequencies. This is a result of the total 
reflection of plane _es that occurs at these ~ritical angles. 
The effect is less clear at low frequencies because of 
diffraction effects. The fixed aperture transducers generate 
more divergent beams at low frequencies, so, when the 

· transducer is directed at the critical angle, ·only Ii rtlatively 
sllUlll proportion of the beam energy is incident at this 

",,"'. 

Acoostics Allsllalia 

• All of the modes except two converge to the transverse 
critical angle (9 - 28') at sufficiently high frequencies. 
Thus the high frequency limit of the phase velocity ofal! of 
these leaky Lamb modes is the bulk transverse wave 
velocity. 

• The two modes at low frequency that do not converge at the 
transverse critical angle at high frequencies are tbe zeroth
order symmetric and antisyrrunetric Lamb modes, often 
referred to as S. and A", respectively. The phase velocity of 
the antisymmetric mode A, tends to zero at zero frequency, 
IiO the angle at which it is excited becomes large at low 
frequencies. This mode is the simple bending mode of the 
plate. The synunetri~ mode S", on the other hand, tends to a 
finite phase velocity, close to the bulk longitudinal wave 
velocity, at low frequencies: it resembles a longitudinal 
wave propagating down the plate. 

• The two zeroth-order Lamb modes coalesce at about 
2.5MHz to fonn Rayleigh waves, which are confined to the 
surfaces of the plate. The Rayleigh waves, which are 
dispersionless, are excited at 8 - 30' and penetrate into the 
plate to a depth of the order of the wavelength. The zerolh
order Lamb modes may be thought of as the symmetric and 
antisymmetric couplings ofa Rayleigh wave propagating on 
each surface of the plate. AI high frequency they are 
effectively independent of each other, but as the frequency 
is decreased they penetrate further into the plate and their 
coupling increases, producing a splitting atf- 2.5MHz. 

• At high :frequencies, only the Rayleigh wave on the incident 
surface is excited. For infinite plane wave excitation, this 
WIlV!l will absorb no nett energy from the incident beam: all 
of the cnergy that goes into the Rayleigh wave will be re
mdiated and will appear as reflected energy, albeit with ll. 

phase shift to account for the re-radiation delay. For the 
fmite beam case shown in Figure 2, the fIJOOd aperture 
transducer approaches a plane wave source at high 
frequencies, so the amount of energy removed from Ihe 
beam by the Rayleigh wave decreases as the frequency is 
increased. 

To show how infonnation sueh as that in Figure 2 can be 
used, attention is now turned to the case of a multi-layered 
plate-an adhesive bond. 

3. LEAKY GUIDED WAVES IN AN 
AbHESIVELY~BONDED ALUMINIUM 
PLATE 

Consider now a structure that cOll5ists of two aluminimn 
sheets bonded together by ll. thin epoxy adhesive layer. The 
waves propagating in such a tlu:ee-layered structure can 00 
calculated using the same general procedure outlined in the 
previous section, but in this case there are four partial waves 
in each solid layer. The wavenwnbers and propagation 
directions of these partial waves are determined by the elastic 
constants of the layer material and Snell's law-the x
components of the wavenumbers of all partial waves in all 
layers are equal. The (complex) amp1itudes of the partial 
waves are determined by the boundary conditions, bearing in 
mind that in this case there are additional boundary conditions 
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!hat must be satisfied at the two solid-solid interfaces within 
!he plate. For a well-bonded interface there are four such 
conditions: continuity of normal and tangential panicle 
displacement (or vdocity) and of nonual and shear stress 
across the interface 

Figure 3 .hows the amplitude of the refl ection coefficient 
R(ElJ) for a water-immersed bondOO plate typical of structures 
encountered in airframes. These results are directly 
comparable with those for the aluminium sheet shown in 
figure 2. Figure 4 shows the results of c);perimental 
measurements of tile reflected amplitude from a bonded plate 
similar to that for which the CalCUlatiOIlll of Figure 3 were 
performed. These results give confidence that the 
computatienal model is a reasonable one. 

~:~ ;::., ~F-:;',=-::S;:;;;,_:::;:==;;;;;:;;;;~ 

10203040 
Incident angle in water (degrees) 

Figure 3. Calculated amplitude R(EI/! Qf the wave directly 
reflectedfromthcsurfaceQfanadhesivcly-oondcdaluminium 
plate immersed in watcr. as a functiQn Qflhe inciili:ntangle a 
andfrequcnCYflllackreprcscnt.~rcflc"\cd.ignal,and 
white corrcspondo 10 total reflection. The plate consists of two 

.beets of 1.6Omm thick alwninium, well-bonded by a 025mm 
thick layer of epoxy adhe&ive. The transducers were I2mm 
diameter circular apertures. 

It is apparent that, over much of the (EI/) space shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, the general pattern ofttle dispersion curves 
is ycry similar for the single aluminiwll sheet and the bonded 
plate. The reason for this is that in mueh of the region the 
bonded plme \x:haves like Iwo identical resonators (lire Al 
~heets) coupled by a rulalively soft spring (the adhe,ive layer) 
There are, however, regions when: the slructure of the 
dispersion curves for the two cases diff<-'!" significantly. These 
regions arc ofgreal interest, because it is expected that here 
the modes will be most sensitive to the propenies of the 
bonding layer. 

In panicular, attention is drawn to the follewing regions 01 
difTertmce 
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Figure 4. M=ured amplitude OfW3WS directly reflected from 
thesurfaceofon~ivc1y-bondedaluminiUlnplaleimmersed 

in water, as a function of the incident angle fl, at the 
frequencies indicated. The cro.ses are the re,ults of 
measurements madc w;ing long (-100 flS) Ionc-burst pulses 10 
apl'"",irn.at~continuO\lswaves. The solid lines are the results 
ofa least squarcs l"it, to all tlrrce sets of data simultaneously, 
using themoc.lcl dc"'rlbcd in the t~xt. The plate consi.tedof 
two sheets of L60mm thick 2024 aluminium, well·bonded by 
a 0.24mm thick layer of epoxy adhesive (FM-73, American 
Cyanamid). TWo 12mm diameter, 5\fHz eentre frequency 
transduccrswere used 

• The existence o f a mode in the bonded plate at -{l.5MHz, 

over a wide "mge of fl, for which no equivalent exists for 

the single aluminium sheet. At DOTmal incidence this is a 

(symmetric) th ickness resonance of the bonded plate, with 

most of the strain in the adhesive layer becanse of its 

relative softness. It is a symmetric mode that is derived 

from the zero-order antisymmetrie Lamb mode of the single 

sheet: the motion in each of the AI sheets is antisynunetric 

while that in the adhesive layer is symmetric. Because the 

motion in the adhesive layer is symmcttie, the stress in this 

layer is mainly nonnw to the plate surface. The shear stress 

introduced at highl:f incident angles is ",on fined mainly to 

the AI sheets 

• Sharp, narrow modes occur in the single aluminium sheet at 

and nearnonnal incidence (EI - 0) at 2,6, 10, ... l\1Hz, which 

are not present in the bon<.led plate. These are th ickness

~hear resonances in the aluminium, and Ihey arc strongly 

damped by the presence of a bonded adhesive layer on the 

aiwniniulll surface. These modes and their excitaTion have 

beell described in more detail previously [ I I], and they will 

be encountered again below. They arc generated by mode 

conversion ef cemponents of the incident beam that are not 

eJalctly normal to the surface, and they arc "pumped" by the 

adjacent Symmdric longitudinal resonance in each case. 
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• A broad, weak minimum that Oct:urs for the borKled plate al 
small incident angles nearj- 4.SMHz. This is the th ickness 
resonance of the adhesive layer . 

• A number of transverse modes of the honded plate, 
particularly in the region around 0-20', j-JMHz,are 
associaledwith the adhesive layer. 

4. DETECTION OF DEFECTS IN A BONDED 
PLATE 

The use of leaky guided waves fordetectinj!: defects in planar 
bonded structures requires a means of determin ing which 
modes are sensitive to particular def(lCts. This can be done 
qualitative ly by consideration of the stress and strain 
distributions generated by a panicular mode,and the way in 
which the idea l and defective materials would respond to 
these distributions[I2,13J. The computational model 
describcd above can be used to calculate stress and strain 
distributions ass.ociated with particular modes for use in such 
analyses. To take a simple example. a closed dishond, 
ooplanarwith the plate surface, wouldbc ootbc detectable in 
a compressive normal stress, though it might be if \he stress 
was tensile and sufficiently large. However, a shear stress 
applied aCTOSS such a defect would be expe.::ted to produce a 
significantly different responsc from that in theabscnce of the 
disbond 

Images of 20 data sets such as those shown in Figures 2 
and 3 suggest a simple empirical method for the 
identification of modes that are sensitive to planar defects. 
The defecl is assumed to be infinite in lateral extent. It is 
included in the numerical model and an image of the 
refl ection or transmission coefficient of the dcfective 
structure obta ined. The difference between this image and a 
comparable one for the ideal structure can then be found by 
subtraction oflhe images, and rcgions of the (O,/J parameter 
space where there arc significant differences can be 
imrnediately identified. Even ifthercal de fect is not large, the 
modes that are perturbed by the infi nite model of the defect 
will be scattered by one of finite extent. Two examples of this 
procedure and ilS TesUltS wil1 be very briefly described. 

4.1 Detectionof adosed dlsbond 

The first example is that ofa e10sed disbond, a situation tbat 
occw"s when there is delamination of the adhesive fromlhe 
mctal,pcrhapsasan:sult ofpoorsurfaccprcparation,surface 
contamination or in-service water ingress and interfacial 
corrosion. The bond is held lightly closed, perhaps by 
stTUctural stresses, but it has no shear strength. This is a dcfeel 
that cannot normally be detected by traditional through
transmission or pulse-eeho ultrasonic inspe.::tionteehniques. 
It is incorporated into the computational model byrela:\ing 
tbe condition that the tangential displacement and shear S\TeSS 
be cootinuous across the metalladhesive interface. 

The results an: shown in Figure 5, wh ich corresponds 10 
the case ofa disbond al the upper (n:ferred 10 the orientation 
shown in Figure 1) aluminium/adhesive interface. Similar 
results are found for a disbond at the lower interface. The 
difference image sbows that the most significant differences 
are near normal incidence al j - 2, 6, lOMHz (in fact, the 
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Fisure S. Calculated amplitude R(O.j) of the wave directty 
rdlecledfromthe$Url"a~(lfanilOJllCl"Sed,adh .. ively-booded 
aluminium plate with a closed disbond al the upper 
aluminiwnladhesive inTerface, as a funcli()JlofincidenlansleO 
andfrequencyf Thcupper imagc il oomparabte to Figure 3 
wbilethe lower(locis lhediffcrencebetweentbe imagcsfortbe 
disboodedpla\c(upper)andthe ~n-bondedplate(Fillurel) 

resolutionoftbe images of Figure 5 is nOlsufficient to show 
lhe strong but very narrow modcs that occur at and close to 

normal incidence at 6 and IOMHz). Further investigation 

shows that, in the presence of the disbond, the symmetric 

thickness-shear resonances of the single aluminium plate, 

referred to above, have reappeared in the disbonded sheet 
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frequeocy(MHz) frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6_ Reflected spectra for two dift"rent plate,. as 
deocribed in the text, for normal incidence (0 w 0). Spectra 
measured 1J.;ng a 12mTll diameter, 5MHz centre frequency 
transducer are rnl 1M left,with calculatedspecl,a ""the righl 
The sloping baselines of the measured spee\rn.re due 10 tM 
frequ~"'cy=poosc ofthetransdllc"or,whichi,not inclu<ledio 
the calculation" 

This is also true if (he lower sheet is disbonded 
These results have been verified experimcntal[y, a typical 

clmmplc being shown in Figure 6. In this ease the closed 
disbond Wl\8 simulated by fabricating a bonded p[ate with a 
re[ease agcnt in one of the aluminium/epoxy interfaces, so 

that it was readily delaminated after curing. In order to 
exclude air from the disb<Jnd, the two parts of this plate were 
clamped together under water, trapping a thin water film in 
thedelaminmedintcrfacc. "Ibc sharp feature atapproxima(C[y 
5.~M1lz in Figure 6 is a result of the aluminium thielrness
shear resonance referred to above. A[though it is difficult to 
see in this f igure, the mcasured data in this region show that 
this mode is broadened by the small rolling-induced 
anisotropy of the aluminium sheet. A practical teclmiquc 
based on the dctection of these modes has heen developed 
[II ] 

4.2 Udcction of reduced elastic modulus of the adhesive 

The sccond example is of detection of a degraded material 
property ralh"" than of a discrete lkfe~t Reduced elastic 
moduli of the adhesive may r"sull frum , for example, 
inadequate curing of the adhe~ive , incorrect adhes ive 
rum)I{J~ition, microcracking within the adhesive, etc. 'I bis 
rundition in inCOlJlOrated into the mlJdel by simply reducing 
me values of the elastic constants ufthe adhesive layer, and 
me results are giveo in the form of the difference image in 
Fib'UIe 7 

It can be seen that most of the modes near normal 
incidence show sensitivity to this condition, since they are 
essentially thielrness resonances ofthc plate. However, this is 
not very useful i~ practice since there is considerable 
ambiguity with bond thiclrncss: the observed sensitivity is 
almost completely removed if the adhesive layer thickncss is 
reduced in the same proportion as lhe elastic eonstants _ Since, 
in practice, the elmet thickness of the bond is generally nOl 
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10 20 30 40 
Tncident angle in water (degrees) 

Figure 7. Ca\culaled amplitude H(ll,j) orth~ ",,,ave dhtttly 
reflected from the . urface of an immersed, adhesively-bonded 
alum;ni urn plale wilh we elastic Il,wu li of the adhesive 
",duc~d by 10''10 fwm the values u..~d tn calculate the data in 
FigureJ. as a function ofthe incidem angle fl andfn:quencYf 
Thr: image shown i~ of the dirrcr~"l1Cc between lhe data for tho 
reduced mooulus plate and that for tM well-bonded plate 
(Figure 3) 

Irnown, the thickness resonances cannot be uscd to measure 
theadhesivepropertics . 

There is less ambigu ity and substantial scnsitivity, 
however, in the O.5MHz symmetric mode derived from the A, 
mOlks uftbe aluminiwn sheets, described in Section 3. The 
fn:quency of thi s mode depends on the adhesive layer 
thickness, but not in the same nltio, so this mode, po>sihly in 
combination with me<lSun:m~nt~ of thickness resonance" may 
be used to measure adhcsiv~ modnlus 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A brief introduction has be~n given to some features of the 
propagatiou of leaky guided \\laves in multi-lRyered planar 
structures immersed in a fluid and the utility of these \\laVes 
for characterisation of structures such as adhesively bonded 
joints has been illustrated. While the emphasis iu this paper 
has been on computational results, a parallel experimental 
program has been carried out and tht: re~ults presented here 
bave all been verified by measurement. The approach has 
boon to use the generality and fTexihility of water inllllersion 
techniques to determine how a particular defect, or class of 
o.kfects, may be detected and to use thi s infonnation to design 
a specific practical inspectioo tec hnique 

The ca1culations oullined here are part analytica[ and part 
numerical. SOIUlions or the w"ve equations for the ",,,rious 
materia ls, and Snell', law of !;palia! continuity, are used to 
detennine the nature ~nd ",i~ntation of the partial "'"itvt:s that 
are lL~ed as basis function, for numerical Solulion uf the 



boundary condition equations. This approach has the 
advantage over a fully numerical method, such a~ II finite 
element calculation, of providing greater insight into the 
physics of the wave propagation. The advantage over a fully 
analytical solution, which is possible for the single layer plate 
(see equations (I)) is that it can be readily extended to the case 
of multi-layered plates. 

This method can also be extended to describe wave 
propagation in multi-layered anisotropic materials, such as 
carbon fibre oomposile laminates [2]. Work on these materials 
has been done within this laboratory, to find methods to detect 
inclusions of foreign materials embedded in composite 
laminates [14,15]. Material anisotropy adds considerable 
complexity to both the model and the results, but the general 
principles are the ~ame as those presented here for isotropic 
materials. 

Current theoretical and experimental work in this program 
is aimed al extending the approach outlined here to describe 
the non-linear propagation of large amplitude leaky guided 
waves, in the limit of weak non-linearity. It is known that 
some classes of material conditions, ~uch as fatigue 
microcracking, and some microstructural properties such as 
hardness, have II much greater effect on the non-linear 
ccsp<lnl>e of materials than on linear wave propagation. There 
are also indications, not yet unambiguously conflDlled, that 
some mechanisms that lead to weak adhesion of bonded joints 
and suT"fuce coatings may lead to enhanced material non
linearity. The progrnm of non-linear guided wave propagation 
in layered structures is aimed at investigating the.se problems. 
The non-destructive detection of weak adhesion is currently 
noIp08sible. 
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Thcbookundcrrevicwcovcrsawideranl!c 
of {opics. which art: indeed fundamental to 

the nmUi-disciplilUlry area Qf,qpeech science 
and technQlogy. The"" """ten core chapters, 
which arc pn:ceded by a foor·page prefacc Qf 

'primarily p<:rwnal· rocQlkctions and a 
twelve-page chapter Qf acknowledgment. 
The book alS" eonta.iru;two "I'pendi<;es (A 
and Bl, which are Ibn",,'Cd by a gll>SSaI)'Qf 
rele,ant 1crrninology acquired 10 date, a 
comprohcnsi"" bibliography "ith a namc and 
a subject index, and fi nftlly a one-page 
biographical description of the aUlhor. 

Chapter 1 (Introduction; 21 pag«s) intro
duces the reader to human and enmputcr 
"p"ech communication by providing an 
"""rviewofthecomplexities,challengesand 
benefil, associated with endea">'Oun; in the 
arca of spe~eh scienc e and technol ogy. 
Chapt"" 2 (A IlriefHistory ofSp"ech: 18 
page.) i •• further introduction that provide, 
a helpful perspective OIl COIDCnitone, of 
compuWrmalysis,synthesisanJrccognitiOll 
ofspctth.ThchistoricalhighlightsolT=din 
tl1cscintroduc{orychaptersreprc",-,ntavaIU
ablecontributiontoward<achievingtherur
ponedaimofinformingthe"non-specialisf'. 

Chapters 3 (Speech Recognition and Speaker 
Identifi'lliot'1 : 1 1~)."(S~b 
Comp,",,;""; 20 pajeJ). S (Speecb 
Syuth~is: 5 p~g~), 6 (Spooch Production 
12 pa,:"s) md7 (The Spe<'cl1 Signal: 3 page<Ol 
arepritnarilyofatutorial.qualitativena~ 

".;th a continuinllhi<torical undertone 
While the,e chapters a"" by them,elve. 
infonnati,-e, the reader should be wnrned that 
lIu, autbor makes little effort w ".:cure inter
ch"pln transi1ion or to fore,hadow thc 
unronvr:n{;OI1alordeiofprcscntalion.The 
rcadcr should also bc advis"d that Chartern 5 
and 7 are far roo hrief. which i. theauthor~ 
choice and not necessarily an acc"pt"d fact 
that the topic. treated therein are nOl or no 
long"" important. 

Chapters 8 (Hearing: 25 page.) and 9 
(Ilinaural I1eari ng: 27 pages)aecolllu fora 
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large part of the book. Qujte cJcarly. the 
aUlhorcxhihi{scompetenl Imowlcdge of the 
hearing nlecnanism and the p<:rceptual 
processes in hum ans with again useful 
histoncal occoun{s. Last bu{not le ... t, the 
!IUlchinery in place foranaly5ing SJlC"ch 
signal. in the time and the spectral doma.inis 
described in the final Chapter 10 (Basic 
Signal Concepts: 38 pages) 

Appeodix A gives a comprchr:n,ive 
treatment ofth. physical prorertie« oflh<: 
hurnanvocal!rac{.lOge!herwith w;eful note, 
on the many-to-one problem of inf.mng 
vocal_tnletshapc"" frorn acoustic parameters 
The reader should be cautioned that 
AppendixAi,wrinenbyadiffe""ntauthor
a fact that is mentioned quite late Qn page 
101 of the book. Appendix B co""i.l. 
primruily ofa m.them.tical derivation of 
direct rel.tions between two powerful 
panunetersof,peoch-thclincar-prediction 
prcdictoraruiccp>;lrumcodlicict1IS. 

In sum, I am inclined to- recommend 
Schroeder);book..,an'auxiliaryreference in 
an area, which is stiUreiativcly new and thus 
inn~'ed ofarllIlgeofview.andtreatmcntsof 
\hc subject maUl. •. Perltapl! the most ",rious 
wcakn<$S ofthc book is its preface. w~ich 
provides very linlcguidancclOthc lcebn ical 
content<. andtllcrcfore does notpreparo the 
non-'pccialist or the specialist forthc 
adoptedsequenccofandthe weightsgiv~nto 

a wide range ofimer--connected topics. By 
contrast, the ru,torical aecounts provided by 
the author are anotewurthy contribution, 
wruch meshes wdl with Pliny's reflection 
thaI "llot 10 know what has happcncd bcforc 
you is {obe a child all your li fe" 

Frontz C/~rt>lOM I"clures an numerical 
anaJy.'i.,ana computer srH:«lo procnJinx at 
th~ School of CompUler Scl~,.u of the 
UniVl'r.'il}' ColI~ge oflhe U~,'~lty 0( New 
South !tales, A~31rr1lian Defence Fora 
ActJdcmy. He was the recipiefll of the 1997 
UII/W'n ily College award for leach;ng 
o;""lIence. 

Acoustics Applied to Music: 
The evolution of ideas and 
methods 

lllcr~ a", no equation, in this book. Zero-
I'"" counted. Sabine', wark and tlw dttibd 
are diwns,ed " 'ithou{ thcm. To ",aden; of 
Acoustics Au'traliathis may-<<<m s1rlll1ger 

tbanalipograrn but ler. behon~st weare in 
the mioority. There is a h"SC r<:ading public 
who. seei ng oquations in a book. will put it 
back on the .helf. And among that large, 
nwnerophubic public Ih<;rcare somcpeople 
{especially musicians) take thdrmusic very 
seriously. You've met them at parties: they 
find out you do acoustics and pin you down 
witllqucstionsabou{li""vsdcad.-paces, 
about prescnee and frequency r""I"'=. And 
that leads on 10 hearing and hi-fi and 
tempt:mment. 

Dut by now you've run out ofspae. OIl the 
napkin and you oeM another drink. You'd 
1hink about recommending Ros,iIlJ! but you 
ha\'c a nwnerophobt: in rron\ofyou. You'n: 
"",ed:H""",nlPollardha.~written{bisbook 

fOTyourinterlocutor--and it's ch""p! 

Many lOf1;cs an: covered Room acoustics, 
the devdopm"nt of m11,,;cal science, rhe 
points of vi~w of the .cientist and the 
ml.lSician, the nature of sound and its 
radia{ion,nle""urementlechniqtWl .• pcctra. 
=ording technologies, the physiology of 
hearing, auditory psychopbysic., ' 
{ernpcramc:U1S and thc th<'llry ofco"""nance 
Thi.gr.,.tbreadthmean<thatthetrcatment 
is relativciy hrieL but that i. entirely 
consiSlr:n1 wilh the book's aim of addressing 
the lay reader. 

The ch'pten are interspersed with short 
profiles of such imponam figure. a, 
Pythagoras, Mersenne. Newton. Edison, and 
many others . Mony of the chapters are 
fullowed by short 'extCll.io!tS· forth""ewho 
wish to know nlO"" abont dctai!s which have 
been glo"",d over in the main text It hao 
many f1gun:s: mainly diagf2ml but there are 
some photogr'ph<. There's a li"t of 
refi:reneell at the endof e.ch chapt"".a {opic 
index and an i ndc.~ of technical terms. (When 
each technical tena is introduced, there i." 
foot note explaining what it is. ) FOT the 
purposes of the book,tIlebihliography is 
aokquale . The section, on physiology and 
perception and (hat on acou,tically 
modelling do not indoo.. the considerable 
progrcssufthela,tdecade,butthi,wouldin 
any case incre.se the complexity 
considerahlyanddefeatlhcbook·spurpo.e 

The flgu .... look abit·old_fashiooed'. Thi.is 
notin!l.'llOOd ..,a criticism: forinsta~e,the 
line drawings that explain longitudinal 
travellingwa,·tsandstandingwave,(S..()and 
5-7) show &'n,ity. di""locomen{ and vel .... ~{y 
a. functions of time and po,ition in avery 
effective way. The quality is nneven, 
bowever: thccharts!hatbeginmanyofthe 
chapt"",and "'hieh .how how the tOpi"sare 
""lated (an excellent idea) "'" laidoUl ;nan 
awi<ward and unattractive way. The net result 
is In.at the book may appear I""" anncti,-e to 
a ",ader used to motkm introductory te~t 
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m<l high 

Recently, the boundary elem~TlI mel)'"" 
(BEM) has gamed more and mor~ '''r'''urc 
(Wer the finite element med",,] on lh~ 

nmnericalacOUSticscommunity,C'r:" a lly'" 
predicting exterior Iadiation prohlc"'s lite 6 
increasing nwnber ofCOlllIrn:r<:iallj ""lll.,hlc 

,,~'IS page II,formation softwarcusingBEMisagoodinOlallGrlof,h 
manual and corle, of r~le"Ult WurkCover acceptance There are aheady 
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Schenck mdhod (atoo known as the CHIEF 
method) for extending the iIOlution to higher _=bers in exterior problems has been 
descnOOd but is not providod in the Fortran 
subroutines. Instead, the author implements 
forrnulations inthe Fortransubroutinesthathe 

quantities that can be measured by sound 

level meten; and spectrum analysers? 

Finding answers to this question provides the 
subject matter of the field called 

psych(lllcoustics 

believes to be better than the Schenck method The srudy of buman hearing was begun by 

TheemphnJlisofmostmod.!:mcomm~rci.r1y Herman von Helmholtz (1821-1894) and 
available ooftware is on the """" of use greatly expanded by Geo1'8 vOn Bekesy 
nonna1ly through a graphical user interface (l899-1972),thoughbothwe.reperhapsmore 
(Gur) and powerful pre- and post- eoncemed with physiology than with 
proceSOOr!I, Sometimes, these fancy psycho1ogy. More recently, psyehology has 

graphicaltoobbavedmractedtheusersftom come to the foro in the studyofhcaring, as in 

:i~!~~;:l~l.!~~~=~~=~: =r=s~pn~:=ed~ 
cODCentratedonlyonimplementingtbeBEM 1952 to 1967 in the Institute of 
901vers.Theautborhaiadoptedasystematic 
approach in introducing the boundary Telecommunications in Stuttgart, and then 
element method and the book is easy to read sineel967intbelnstituteofElectroacoustics 
with very few typographical mistalres. For in Munich, has made ootable contributions to 
those (postgraduate students, researchers and the subject, and it is with the .... that the 
practicing acousticiarul included) who would . present volume, first published in 199{), is 

like to learn about the actual mechanics of concerned. Professor Zwicker, the first 
how the boundaryelementmethod works and author, died shortly after publication (If the 
write their own computer codes, this book is first edition, but his co-autlmr, Professor Fast! 

~~=~~~~:~ven.!o:;.~ has ably undertaken the task ofUlHiating the 

;=cac~,," im!v7t~d u~~~ek~f b~ =:~~:w~mlly changing 

suppliedintbeirsoftware. This is an unusual book, because its eJqllicit 

JouphLa; 

J""'eph Lai is the Director ojtheAcoustics 
and Vibration Unit at the University Cnl/ege 
at the Australian D.{imce Fon:e Academy. 
Heiws considrmsbleexperience with the use 
1IU1IIericaJ toolsjor acoustics andvibmtion 
problems. 

PsychoacousticS: 
Facts and Models 

2nd Edition. Springer fWlag Publi.shenJ, 
i999.pp4i6.softcover,iSIJN3540650636, 
Australian Distributor: DA information 
ServiCe!!, 648 Whitehonle Road, Mitcham, 
3132, Australia, tel OJ 92}0 7777,jax 03 
9210 7788. PriceA$80.75 

Peuplewurking in the field of acoustics are 

accustomed to making physical 

measurements of quantities such as 

frequency, sound pressure level, aud 

distortion level,andtbesemeasurements can 
now be made with a great deal (If precision 

and reproducibility. What we sometimes tend 

to forget is th..tpressure usci1lations do not 

properly hecome "sound" until thoy have 
been heard by some animaI,and of course our 

attention focuses npon hearing by humans. 

How is what we hear related to the physical 
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aim, as set <lUtin theprefuce to the f"lfSt 
editi(ln, is to make the work of these two 

Gcrman groups more widely available 10 the 
English-speaking wurld, This might seem to 

inake the wcrl< rntherparochial, and indeed 

references are limitcd to the wcrk oftbese 
two groups, but their interests have been s" 

nearly univemll that the toml presentation is 

broad and covers moot parts of the subject in 
conlmlcrnble detaiL In contrast with other 

books, there is very little physiology in the 

book, and th~ measuring instrument used is 

the responsc of groups of human subjects. 

Most of the expected lOpics are treatedm 

detail, with major emphasis being given to 

masking, pitch and loudness. Critical hand 
mtes(mea8Ul"<!dinBarks,forthooewh(ldon't 

know) are centrnl to the discussion, and we 
meet uthe:rwell-known PJlYchuphysicai units 

such as phons (for loudness) andmels (for 

pitch), as well as some quite new to me, such 
as the acum for measuring sharpne •• and the 

asperformeasuringnmghness. I conf'ess that 

the discusslonofthese quantities failed to 
make them entirely clear tome! Thereisa 

",ther short (IDa! chapter on applications, 

which discusses nuise ahatement and 

audiology,withbriefmentionofotbertopics 

such as SJ1<'""hrecognition,mus;cal acoustics 

Tbe book is a goldmine ofexperimenlal data 
covering virtually the whole field (If 

psychoocoustics, and the explanations given 

are generally clear and concise. For those 

who want to follow np 1he original paper!! 
published by the group, thebiblicgraphy is 
exceUently organised inlO topics, and the 

titles offue German language papers (which 

acOOUllt for rather more than half of tbe tota1) 
aretranslatedintoEng1ish 

I f(lund reading the book an instructive 

oocupation.ltisperhapsalittletoodetailed 

fnrthecasualreader,butforthosecanying 

out experiments or interpreting results in 

terms of.....-hat people actually hear, it is 

excellenlWhileseriousworkersintbefield 

will doubtleSB complement this treatment 

with something covering particularly work 

ftomtlte United Stat"", this book SIlCOOOOs 

admirably in its avowed purp""e (If 

summarising the German work and 

presentingaciearoverviewofthesubjecl 

Neville Fletcher 

Neville Fletcher is a Yi.siting Fellaw in the 
School of Physical Science.. a~d 

at the Australian National 

PhD Scholarship 
and/or part time position 

Musical Acoustics 

University NSW 

www.phys.unsw.edu.au/-jw/ 

sship.html 

WESTPRACVII 

Kumamoto Japan 

3 - 5 October, 2000 

Call for papers 

insert in this issue 
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Acoustic Consultant 
RFA Acoustic Design Pty Ltd seeks application from persons with qualification and experience in 
acoLlStic design appropriate to a senior consultant position. The position, as a design manager, 
includes responsibility for assigned project commission planning and management, supervision of 
commission support staff where required, and an involvement in the professional practice 
management of the company. 

RfA is an eminent consultant with major project credits throughout Australia and Asia, including 
Star City Casino, Lyric Theatre, Fox Studios Australia, Kuala Lumpur Airport Terminal, Sydney and 
Brisbane international terminals, Ansett Sydney, Darling Park, Renzo Piano Building, and many 
others. The company promotes an active staff participation in company planning and development 
and we are seeking a person who can also sustain a high level of communication with our clients 
RFA operates under an accredited 1509001 quality assurance system which seeks a high level of 
professional commitment to our industry and client base. 

Achieve the ultimate 
with Bruel & Kja!r service 
Briiel & Kjrer offers faster and better 
service than any other lab in Australia 
- at very competitive prices! 

Fur !Ilur~ infurmatiun un huw to free~e your e}(pens~s and save 
a fortune on repairs and calibration costs ... 

. ~ ... call Brilel & Kjcer's 
Service Centre today on 

(02) 9450 2066 

HEAD OFFICE, SERVICE AND CALIBRATION CENTRE: 
14 Tepko Road' PO Box 177 -Terrey Hills' NSW 2084 
Telephone (02) 9450 2066 • Facsimile (02) 9450 1379 
.. -mail: bk..service@spectris.com.au • www.blc..com.au 

BrOel & Kjrer ...,. 
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2000 AAS CONFERENCE 
ACOUSTICS 2000, the AAS Conference 
marLing lhe tum of the century,will be held 
in1'erthonI5- 17November, 2OOO. Thi.will 
be a time 10 coruiderhow well the acoustics 
profession is ..,rving the community in 
al'P/ying thehest avai labie scien"" and tech· 
nology. 

The emphasis of the Conf=."ce will be OD 
practical application,ofacousticai science 
and technology and practic.l ,olutiollS 10 
acon,ticproblcms. 

Topicswillincludc ' 

More ;~fi"mali"n from: hIIP:!/;nt~r. 

noise]OOO./oa.espdjr/orlhecongres.'5ec
rctarialSFA. 23 avmae Hnmem:re. 75017 
Paris, Francc;Fw:. +13 I 47f189Q60; 

Twojointcvcntstobchcl<iarotmdthe tim<: of 

• NOVFM Noi,;.: & Vibration: ?rc.dcsian 
and characterisation using energy method.;; 

NOVEM is a follow·up of 4 international 

oongn:ssesonacou..ticinlcn~ity.1t",·mcover 

energy mdho<!, which show industrial poten

tia! and applicability. The aim is to expose 
the currenlleve[ and e~pl()fC the future eve· 

lutionofthese methods whenns"d for either 

.arlydesignorcharacterisationofooi ... and 
vibration. It will be held at lhe new Lyon 
Congre .. Cent .. from 31 August - 2 

s.:plt:rnher2000, Lyon,hance 

• 5CFA: Fifth F .. nch Cong .. " on Acou~tics 
This will be organi,ed by the French 

Acoll."'ical Sociery in association with the 

on Swiss Acoustical Society and will beheld at 

The 29th International Coogrcs.. on Noise 
Control Enginc~Ting: 10 be spo<1sored by l
INCE, (he International Institute Noise 
Control Engineering, will be held in Nice on 
lhe French Rivi.re frornAugu,12S-311, 2000 

The theme of Internoise 2000 will be closely 
",laled to tmnsr><>rt and commnnity noise but 
an'lIbjcds in noisc andvibration ~gincer_ 

ing will be discussed including noise 
SOIII'I:n: <!1nissionand conlrol,mcasurcmcnl 
\(;chniquc, and analysis. modell ing and pre
diction, c>nvironmemai noise, effects of 
noise,sotmd quality,tran>p<lnooise control, 
building nnise control, noiso policy, stan
<lards and regulations, A technical exhibi
tion will he held durillg the conference and 
there will he a full ~ial program. The 
dcadlinc~ for lntemoisc 2000 arc; receipt of 
abwa~1>i15January2000,acceplal1cenoti fi. 

eation29 Fcbruary 2000 and Manuscriph by 
3U April 2000 
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I'Ecoie Polytcchni'luc F6der41e in Lausanne 
from 3-6 Septemher2000 

fJeluik CFA 2000, Laboruroi,.., 
d'Ac{)!wiqae (UMR CNRS 6(13) InslllUl 
d 'Jcoash'qae e/ de MicaMiqu~ (lAM) , 

Uni"",,-ilid .. Mai~ 72085 J.,r ,\/OJU C~ 

9 - fi'luItCf'r-ja11JOlJ@Mlllv-lnrt"m-fr 

hltp:/lcfa2(}()(),univ-/emans·fr 

ICSV7 
The 7th International Congress on Sonnd ond 
Vibration (ICSV7) will be held Ju ly 4 • 7. 

2000, in the ItIOikm Convention Center of 
Garmisch-Partenkirc1len, the famons monn

lain Wiort in the i:lnvnrian Alp" o"rmany. 
about one hour south ofMUl1ich . 11Icoon. 

gressis "ponsored hy the International 
lnstitute of Acou,tic. and HAV 

andfollow,con~ iD 

and Iknmark(I'l99) 

Around 500 abstracts of paper. have been 

submitted for presentation and more are 

Special b le ab,traci acceptance dme of 

January 31 for Australia. by email only 10 

address below. 

Matll1f;"menr.I,.JWJrrl~JJ.~lJlI'H 

Groebenzell. G..,.".,,"Y Fax' +49 8142 
54735 info@a"'-CO)IIKITU.<k 

AUSTRALIA.t~ ACOUSTICAL 
SOCIETY 1999 CONFERENCE 

"ACOUSTICS TODAY" 
Th~ theme of th~ conference was that 
acoustics of today has grown from the 
knowledge and skills of tbe p<L'L The 
C<>nfcn:ncc wa, <lcilicaloo to the memory of 
H. Vivian Taylor, the first President of the 
Society and a very w!:ll respected aCOIIstic 
consultant in both Victoria and New South 
Wales. Each day's proceedings slartcd wilh 
an invil<:d paper about the Society's pasl and 
cbanges \hal have ocCllrred over the interven
ingye""" Th=pa~werej>r<:sentedby 

Gerald R iley and Anita Lawrence. bolh 
fmm<lalion members of the So<:icly, A high· 
!ightofilieConfcrcncewasaveryin!eresting 
d;"play of ""OIIStiC memorabilia. inchlding 
thermionicvalveoperatcdequipmentthatH 
Vivian Taylor""",,n,;.:d 

A veryinteresting ... ries of papers were pre--
scnte<iandaworkshopheldwhereold equip
ment wa. demon<trated. Much 10 the delight 
ofthcaudicnce,anumbcrufamll.lingstories 
of the past were loki during the workshop 
The prize for the old..,titem was awarded to 
Fergus Fricke lor a strange looking brass 
~i""that wasone ofasetofHelmhol t7.rc ... 
DIlator" made in Lon<lon in 1882. Thi.curi_ 
on .. nbjcct;~ pl-.ccd in a person's eaT and res
onatcs at a set frequency. The prize forlile 
most inlere,ting piece of equipment was 
awardedtoJohnDavyforadernimstrationof 
the rnysteries ofaset of 1950sBruel&Kjaer 

Th"Conf"renccDirmerooru; i .. u,dofancxcit. 
ing night trnin ride on Puffing Billy an<.l din· 
ncr at the NobeHlIS Packing Sh<":d at Em~mld. 
Fotlna"}'.thc Annual GeIlCTIlI Meeting of the 
Sociely hcld after the flfstconn;e rnaybave 
been a necessary, but boring, interlude 
Howe" cr, the subsequent ta lk by Hugh 
Vivian Taylorahout his fath"r had memhers 
spellbound. His f.lher·s original diary shows 
lhalhe started bllSiness a, an "",hitectin 
1924. Probl"ms with showing the t\CVo' "'talk . 
ing picture .. ~ ",I the.scene for Vivian Taylor 
becoming involved with the science of 
acoustics. from InO to 194J his offic" was 
in,,,lv,,d with the design and tTeatmentof an 
incrcdi ble 434 t]u,atres and public halls. Not 
onJywas H. Vivian Thylor an acoustician and 
ru<:hitect, ootalwapainterandpianist,11Ic 
dinner was atsothe ,etting forthe announce
mcnlthaITibor Va.«hadbeenclc,-alcdloilie 
gr..de of Fellow and Stephen Samuels has 
heen award<:d a Merit Award. Stephen's 
a\O'\\rd wa., in recogn ition of being a 
Councillor for 15 years and a member of 
boll:> Inc Victoria and NSW D ivision 
Conunitte.., for 20 year.; 



At the dosing scu;on on Friday the 
Presidenl'sprizewasawan!edlotheoo
authors of a paper enlilled: ~Vibralo 

FrequrncyandPhascLockinOper.iticDuct 
Qualily".TheprizewasawardedIoMelanie 
Duncan,CaroI Williams aod Gordon TTO\Ip 
Their paper will be published in a fulUl"e edi. 
lionofAcous!icsAustnllia. 

Overall lheconfert1\CC was a I!"'a! success 
and a credil 10 all involved in ilSorganisa· 
lion, """""ially Clwies Don. GeoIfBames 
andKeithPuner. 

Proc«dinJPa,-eavajlabit /rOM rhtSociely 
at S50pIUJpos/age. P/$<t<X»lUlc/lht 
Gt",,,",,1 &cl'f!/ary. PO Bw: 4004. EIMr 
Bllrwood llJ/,plwne (01) 98879400. 

NSW Meeting AGM and GST 
On 30 September the NSW Division tried , 
new iniliative by arranging a breakfast mecl· 

ingat . centntlSydneybotel. Althoughonly 
IITO\IDd1!lattended, this wasconsideJed lobe 
quite a succ<:ssful fonnat fora meeting. 

After cnjll')'ing a hot breakfast the sbon 
Annllal Oenen.l Meeting was held. The 
usualrepor\!i"""repre5entedandthenilwas 
rimefortheelectionsofoffkcbeams.The 
Chairman, SlephenSamuc:lsannol1Ilce(\thai 
he would be IlOl SWlding forc1ect:iOll. He 
has 5er-vW 10 yellfSOO the Victorian and 10 
)":&rs on the NSW Divi.ional Committees 
and during that time has held many posts 
including bein" a Councillor for IS yean; 
The mecling stroogly supported a vote of 
IhaIW to Stcpben for his worl< for the 
Society. Theother retiring membeBwere,.". 
electro along with MarthewHarT"ison fortl1e 
vacant position 

Then foll<nWdby a presa'ltationon the GST 
byKenThurtell,.Sydncyaccountan!.lle 
"""nlthroughthelimcfromefortheV3rious 
laxchaoges cmrll1e coming yean and dis
cussed the IlOI1 GST irems including the 
apparenlinconsislenc ies withfood(eg 
cannec!v, glassetc). l!cmesse<!t!\atiti , 
important 10 register soon for an Austnllian 
Business Number (ABN) and Ihat it is esse ... 
tiallo.pendtimcandmoncyontnliningand 

Acoostic s Ausiralia 

good advice now so Ihat all necessary 
acoounting sys\ems are in placc byJuly 2000. 

He also drewallention 10 possibie cash flow 
issues for companies as Ihe GST debilS Me 

payable wilhin 14 days of lodge men I of the 
qu.uterlystatemetllS. I'reparationisessmtial 
and the keypoinlS for busine!Se$ are: 

Think.upply 
A$SIIme everything subject to GST 
Thinkrccoveryofcrcdits 
Think GST as a PAYE 
Remember aport hao 00 GST 

Thinktiming of~lofthequanerty 

payments ond their effCCl 00 ca5b flo..... 

MarWnBougas 

STANDARDS AUSTRALIA 
Committee News 
T"hrccacoust;es Standardshave~pub

l i, hro by Standards Ausl",lia in recent 
_b 

AS/NZS 1170;1999. Acoustjc:I-/{taring 
p",ltcto~ (Committee AVf3, Acoustics, 
Human Effects) incorponttes dtanges to the 
method for measurement of real -ear anenua· 
lion of hearing pro1ecton which bring the 
Standard inlo closc aligrunent with the cor· 
responding Itchnica! provisions of ISO 
4869· 1:1990 ACO\l<lics- Hcaring protectors. 
Pan I: Su]:tioxlive method for the measure 
men! of sound . ttenuation. The revised 
Standard is modelled in largepart on the e«. 
responding sections of ANSI SI2.6-1997, 
Methods for Measuring tb. Real · Ear 
Atlenuation of Hearing Prolectors and 
reflects lhe extensive research on which that 
Standard i.based. 

AS 1163;1999. AcolIStics·Mea..,," nrent of 
""Isefrom helicoptuoperutio/U (Committee 
EVlll,AirtTDft and Helicopler Noise) pro
videsmethodsforthemeasurfl1>Cnlofooise 
from helicopter landing sites and htlicopler 
overflights. [I provides leehnical guidan~ 
for local pllUtJlCfS, govemmcnl agencics, and 
operatorsincalculatingthe~ticenviron.. 

menl ncar exisling and proposed helioopler 
landing sites or routes as a result ofheli· 
copier operations. 

ASINZS /176. /;/999. Acoustics·Raling of 
soundi/Ullla/iQII in bl/i[dings and bl/ilding 
elenrem ... Part I: Airbonte:fOWldilt$ll/ation 
(Committee AV!4, Architectural Acoustics) 
i, identical in toxhnical contenl with ISO 
717-1:19%. The tenn ',,"-eighted sound 
reduction index (R_), is used rather than 
'sound rransmis.sioo class (STCr. which has 
tnldilionallybecn ustd in Austnllia and New 
Zealand. The Aunralian/Ncw Zealand 
Siandard incorporales two informative 
appendices which are intendedtoassisl u.cr.; 

who have tnlditionally used the STC rating 
Syslcm in making the transilion to !he R.rat· 

ing system. ASlNZS 1176.1 will be refer~ 

meW in the Building Code of Austnolia by 
wayofBCAAmendrnent6tobepubiishtd 
by I January 2000. The related deemed·C.,.. 
salisfy provisions in Ihe BCA will be given in 
t=nsofR_ralherthanSTC. 

Committee AVI4 is curmttly revising two 
other acouslics Standards Il'f=nced in the 
Building Code of Auslntlia, namely, AS 
2107·1981, AcolIS/ic~-Rtco",,,,ended 

designsOllndleve!sandreverbera/ion/iffte.! 
for building interian, and AS 1191.19IJj. 
ACOflJllcs·Melhodforlabo"uorynreamre· 
-"/ "fairborn~ round/Ta .... miMion lOS.Jof 
#Wi/dingpal1ifiolU. ltis 3Ilticipatrothatthe 
newedilionof AS2J07willincluderecom
mendations regarding design sound levcls in 
apartmenlS, flau and units, in reoognilionof 
increases in bighllcnsity rosidential living 
since the Standard was last issued. Changes 
in won;pla.:e activilies and lifestyles will al$o 
be ll'f1oxtedin the updated guidance <.MI 

design sound levels and reverbcmtion limes, 
withtbe inclusion of additional occupan· 
ciesiactivitiessuc:h as call oentres,sbopping 
mall. and food courts. Thccommittee iscur· 
=tIy modifying the public review draft (DR 
99367) in l"eSpOnsc 10 the commenl received 
The revision of AS 1191 will take account of 
lherelC>'lUlIpar1Soflhe ISO 140scries. 1L'I 
"""n as thc capabililies of existing te$l f""ili· 
lics in Australia. AV/4 plans to i",ue a drall. 
for public eornment in late 2000. Otbertop
ics under coruide",oon by Committee AVl4 

include.'lOUJlodattenualion of pipe lagging 
systemS, a single numlltr "'ting for soWld 
absorption. and floor impact testing 

£nquirin abau/tlreabove i/enushauldbe 
dil"eCINWJiI/ WiIsQII, ProjI!CISMtw>g« 
Srandard~ Aus/ralia, PO Box 10jJ. 
Stru/hfudd. NSW 111j. tel (01) 9746 481/. 
flU (01) 9146 4766. Nntliljill.· ... ilson@Stan· 
dardu:om.all. 

Environmental Performance 
HBI4S:1999isaHandbook:onCase srudie!; 
·Environmental perfonnance evaluation 
which has recently been released by 
Standards Aw;tntlia. II provides examples 
from organisatiorul undertaking environmcn. 
tal perfonnance cvaluation. Thccasc:studies 
cover a numberofdilferent sized organisa. 
lioos as well as government agencies. 

ISO Standards on Line 
Standards Austnllia has ju~1 opened a new 
....::b5hop which 1("\5 cuslomers immediately 
download any ISO Standard as an Adobe 
PDF file. There .. also an option to order 
papcrcopies for delivcry by post 

This is a...:l<ld·firsland Standanls Austtalia 
believes ii's monlhl. ifoot years ahead of any 
similar seT\'ice 
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Arouud 12,000 ISO and joint ISO/lEe 
Standards can be downloaded from the shop. 
The full range of IEC Standanls should be 
available early in 2000. Subscribr;rscan 
chargepnrc~totbeir&CCoun1ortoa 

credit card. ISO Standards look a bit expen
.ive in comparison to our own Australian 
Standards., but they are priced lIC<:ording to 
the ISO recommended retail price. But there 

isan extra Hl% di'CO\Il1t wilen CllStomers use 
the download option. Thaimake. Wl the low
est cost = of ISO r<tandards anywhere. 

The \\d>:ghop is at 
hltp:/lwww.isostandards.com.au 

-~~--
Trends in Science Education 
The Australian Cmmcil of Deam of Science 
(ACDS) repr<=nting 35 universities in 
Australia met in Canberra on October 6-8. 
The tmJor agenda item was the receipt and 
oonsideration of its conunissioned report on 
Trends in Science Education: Learning. 
Teacbing and Outcotnes 1989-1997. This 
reportbigblightstheneedfora~ientifioally 

trniru:dworkforoethatwillenableAustralia 
to seize the adVlUrtages in already existing 
industries and those inhe:rent in as yet stiU 
unrecognised areas ofscience and tcchno\o
gy. AWltra\ia must grasp its opportunities by 
whole_heartedly embracing a knowledge_ 

based economy, 80 clearly depeodent ona 
sIrongScienceandTechnologysector. 

The ACDS views with concern the decline of 
student numbers in both tbe Seoondary and 
Tertiary .ectors in the bas1c (enahling) sci_ 
ence. andmathemalics now clearly demon_ 

stratedinthisreportandfurthere1aboratedin 
the accompanying paper, Who is Studying 
Science. 

The ACDS in full Council resolved to take 
actinn io three principal areas. 

• Enhanced and Continuing Monitoring of 

'lrends~ insoience 

Commentary onandRaisingAwareness of 

• Secondary School Teaching of the 

Enabling SmencesandMathematics 

Thcpapers and otberinforrnation can be 
foond on the ACDS Website at 
www.acds.edu.an/i.sues.htm 

Scientists meet Politicians 
On Wednesday, Novem\:ler 25, 170 scientists 
representing nrost of Australia's scientific 
andtechn"logicalsocietiesdescendedoo 
PlIl"liamentHouse in Canberrn to bring to the 
attention ofplll"liamentari>lIl1l !!Orne of the 
lIIJ!ent issues facing the community. The 
oc.::asion was organisted by FASTS, the 
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Federation of Australian Scientific and 
TecbnCllogical Societies, and the AAS was 
represented by Neville FJetcher. 

1'Irehalf-dayofindividualmeetingswithoome 
130parliamentarianswasprecededbyadayof 
hriefings, at which the prominent jssue. were 
made the fucus of attention fur scieutific par_ 
ticipants,withtheassirrtanceofoomesenior 
bureaucrats and some interested MPs. 
It is ouly fairto say that members ofparlia
ment were ki:en tu meet with scientific par
ticipants and showed considerable interest in 
theargumentsthatwerepresented.Onlytime 
will teU whether we have bee:n SU<;OCiJ>Iful in 

puuing our case 

Sweet Sounds? 
The NSW Division has contributed 10 the 
prizes for a competition within the Double 
HelixOuh. This Club is organised by the 
CSIRO with the aim to encourage interest of 
schoolchildrenin~ience. Forthiscompe!i
!ion a new type of instrument had to be 
designed. 

The entrie.'l were varied, innovative - and 
loud! Kenny Cheong (Vic) sent an illuslTa
lionofbis ·cupguitar', a wooden base con
taining glasses ofvariaus sizes and shapes, 
with strings -.,g over the top of them _ 

thedeeperthe glass, the lower the note of the 
string. The 'stringy tube' was invented by 
Mark 5alib (NSW), who described a pipe that 
split into two tubes: ooe carried wind to 
strings and the other was played like a flute. 
Other winners were tbe 'dijet"8llJl' (Alex 
Northey, NSW), a mio), wearable pipe organ 
(Sam Levy, Qld) and Guy Baidwio's (NSW} 
Play Dome, an electronic stringed instru

ment. Itjustgocs toshow how many different 
ways tirere are to mai<e a noise! 

TheNSW Division 1rns agreed to spousoran 
acoustic competition next year. Infumlation 
aboutthe Double Heli" Club canbe foundon 
http://www.csiro.llll 

Queensland EPA 
The Queensland EPA has some interesting 
web pages on noise including background 
information and links to legislation 
www.env.qld.gov.auleovironment/cnviron
ment/noisefeaturel 

WA Occupational Noise Update 
ChangeinE:rposnreSulDdud. 

Onl September 1999 thc Cl<posurestandard 
forocCllplltionalnoisechangedt()an~of 

85 dB(A). [Regulation 3.45 of the 
Occupational Safety and Healtb Regulations 
1996]. This brings all WAworl<placesin!o 
line with the National Standard for 
Occupational Noise, which has now been 
adopted by all Statcs and Territories except 

South AIIStmlia (where it is under considera

tion). At this stage, the standard fur peak 
noise level rcDl8mS unchanged at 140 
dB(lin). ThiswillbereviewediflheN.monal 
Standard is changed 10 140dB(C) 

RevIsed Entertainment Nolle Code 

A revised Code of Practice for Control of 
Noi~ in the Music Entertainment Industry wa. l!1UI1clIed on 29 August 1999 attbe start 
ofWorkSafeWeek..Hardcopiesareavai1ab1e 
from WorkSafe Western Australia (ph (08) 
93278775) for $3.00 each and the Intemet 
version is on the departmeot website at 
www.safetyline.wa.gov.au. 

The revi.lionwas mainly needed to bring the 
Code uplOdatewiththepresentregulatioru; 

and National Code. The opportunity was 
taken to simplifY the lay<:1ut and place the 
technical information in appendwes 

WorkSafe Westem Australia has also added 
lots ofinfunnalion on practical noise control 
to its website, as well as updatiog tbe 
Directory of Noise and Vibration Control 
Services. Tofrndtheseftomthehomepage 
(www.safetylinc.wa.gov.au) click on 
~Solutious-&sentials", then "Noise and 
Vibration". Case studies provided by the 
Education Department have been added to 
those from the O:mslruction and Metal 
Mnnufacturinglndustries. Shorteronepage 
~Solutious" can be found by clicking on 
~Solutions-PracticalSoIu!ions"then"Noise 

and Vibmtion". For the basic risk manage
mentapproachtonoisecontrol,illustratedby 
real case studies. click on "Education
SafetyLine Instilute" and follow the instruc
tioru;tuenrol(youonlyneedtusupplyane
mail address and password). Then look fur 
the Noise Assessment and Control Course 
andtheN"iseControIMana~t)ecture. 

As WorkSafe WA is always keen 10 expand 
theinforma!iooonthewehsite,ifyouhave 
any interesting case fitudies or solutions 
please C<lntact Pam Gunn on ph: (08) 
93278669gunn@worksafe.wa.gov.au. 

Eureka Prize 
The University of New South Wales Eureka 
Prize for Scientific RCII1I:IIJCh, valued at 
$10,000, is awnrded for "ulstanding but 
umier-appreciate<i curiosity-4riven scientific 
researcbdonc in Australia by an Austmliao 
scientist under the age of forty. The work 
most be published in an internstionally 
respected, externally-refereed scientific 
joumal(s), book(s) or cquivalent electmnic 
publication(s). Submissions due by II 
February 2000 

injo17JllJtion: rogerm@mrug.au.lmus.gov.au 
orhtlp:/lwwa.:auslmus.gt>l<ou/eureka 
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Science and Technology Award 
Tho prestigious JIlIlual Cltmie, Ros< National 
Scicnoe & Technology Award was introduced 

in 1991 by lhc Ian Clunies Itoss Memorial 
Foundation, It has now honourcd forty-,ix 
special Australian.. who ru.veIllado an OIlt_ 

s\a1Jding conlribution to the application of 
science and technology for the bcnefitof 
AU'lrnlia A\\'lItdrecipicntswillbcpublicly 

bonouredwithasilvcrmedalatafurmal pre_ 
semation and dinner to be held at Hotel 

Sofitcl,Mdbourneon Wednesday 29 March 
2000 

Award for Vipac 
Vipachnl,<inccrNandSciemist,w=awarded 

an Engineering eJ<cdlenc<; award as won as 
the BRW Award for Industrial o., .. lopment 
for their HAMbino. This instrument i. the 

world', firs t jlOrtablc Bearing Acoustic 
Monitor for accuraw and easy cictection of 
faulty idlcr bcarings in com. .. yo ... In themin

ing industry. conveyors Can extend for many 
kilometrcsbolh above and undcr l,'Tound. A 
commnnreasonfmconveyorfailureandbd t 

damage i, seized bearings in the idler.; <up
porting the belt. The BAMbino USeS 
advanced signal processing techniques to 
SCan ambicntcom.-eyor noi,e to detect bear

ing faulls and also ranl<s tho fault' ",",veril)' 

3417. 

Product Directory 
The Royal Australian InstiluteofArchitects 

hasrecentlyset up apro<iucldircctoryonthe 
internet at www. s.elector.com.au.Thi. has 
an easy to usc searching arrangemenl and 

will ultimately be "vcryvalua\>lc resource 
for tho.,e .oeking products in the building 

industry. Simple lisling OfprodUC1S is free 
and tbere i,an annual cosl for an enhanccd 

listing 

Nutek Australia 
ACU-VIB and Stantron, which art mu well 

known finns d<:aJing wilh acou..lic in'lnI

mentation,havc recontly merged and formed 
a new company called NUTEK Australia 
1l>ey will oonlinuc 10 otJc:r thcir services and 

Agilent and HP 
Agilcnt is the company =ated byllc:wlell 
Packard's pI"" to strategically realign ilSclf 
into two fully independent companie. and 
consists ofHP's tCSl and mc:lSurOnenl, semi
conductor products. chemical analysi, and 
solUlionsbusinesses. 

New Agencies 
Protectm Safely Supply has recently 
JIlIlOllncedtbatitcansupplyOnoSokkiinte
graringSO\lIldlevelmelersandLarscnDavis 
personal noiseexjlOsure mel,," 

FUr/herinformation: lei 028787 2911 
fax 0287872922 

Victorian Meeting 
On Sep24,theVictori""Divisionheldamee!
ing in 0"" of the RMIT revcrOcrali(llt oham
hers, cntertainmcnt wai ptOVidcd by a group 
ofscvco young sinl,'Cfi (2 ooprdDllS. 2 cootral
tos.baritonc,and 2 basses)eallod TheEtemal 
Choir wbo exploited the chamber'. Ss rever
beration lime by vocaliring in harmony. In 
allthey.angsevenpi~ slart ingwithonc 

ba<ed. on MC 'lOle and its txtavc 10 piecc~ 

with richcranci rnOTecomplcxharrnonies.1t 

I~ ... 
YOKOGAWA 
Signal Rxplorer 
TheYok~llS ignaIExpl orcrDL7l00i.a4 

channeISOO MH~digitaloscillo""op<:witha 

large TIT co louT display, ample rJte of 
lGSis~c and very long memory. It has four 
>UIal<>g inputs plus additional sixteen logic 
inpuiS"vailable asanoption 

An optional built-in printer records wave_ 
fonns and other data and the DL7I00 will, 
via the comms port., also OUtpul to a colour 
prin~r ""d 10 a a PC for data viewing and 
reporting using the Yokogawa Wavcfonn 
ViowersofiW"JJe. 

TMA 
Coustone Cladding 
Cuu,tone hasboen <ic,'eloped for usc where 
lhecontrolofsound isessentia1.1tiscon_ 
structed from bond~d fl inl with ,ci~nti fi~al-

class 0 fire r~ting i! is unaffected by water, 
steam. condensation and damp. It is manu
facturodinSOOmmsquarcpanelsineitber 
14 or 28 mm thickness. 

Furtherftrjomla/i""; IMA. 
Td0147J99523 Fax0141JY9514 

RION 
Sound Level Meter. 
The new Rion NL-06 sound level meter is 
oow avaiJable in Australia. The},'L-(16 i,all 
inlcgnrling lype 2metercicsignedformake 
environmental noise measurements easier. 
111<: meter mea,ures Sound Pressure Le,d 
(Lp), Equivalent Continuo, Sound Pressure 
Lcvch (Lev. Maximum (Lmax) and 
Minimum (I.nI;n) SO~1\d Pressure level .. and 
Percentile Sound r"",.ure Level. (LD) wilh 5 
selectable setting •. TheNL-06 also has a 
buHlin memory card slo! to provide ancffi
cienl mems for the high speed l!ansfer of 
data to a computer for olf_line processing 
This meter featurcs a la'llc int.cmal memory
for e~amptc. wheD measuring Lcq and Ln al 
10 minUTe intervals, memory capaciry covers 

MULTI SCIENCE 
Archive CD 
An Acoustics Archive wilh abslraclSofali 
significant acoustics papcrspublishod in tile 
last five yea .. , culled from ov<:T 280joumals 
will be produced on a ~in~1c CD Rum. It 
will be fully .... archahlc by k,ywords, title 
words,category. subjcctand aulhor, Afull 
text delivery service ofcompctc papers will 
be available 

-~jII~)
'1f.uv. 
~ ... 

NSW 

MrRodneyStcvcn, 

Theconlacl drr"ilsf", 'h"new(;"mpa,,)"~rc I)" designed air c"yities ond so oft" .. a 
Unit 3. 10 Salisbury Rd. C(lstl~ Hill NSW unique oomhination ofabsorption and atten- QLD 
2154. PO Bm:476()l'lorlhRnck.< NSW 2/51. uation. It has NRC up 10 0.95 and noise 
tel 0298941377, fa.x0)98942J86. reduction up to 46 dB. load bearing "itb 
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Type 2 Sound Level Meters - An Application-Specific Series 

The LA-1200 Series from Dna Sokki 

110- Vol. 27 (1999) No.3 

The new LA-1200 series from Ona Sakki offers appWcation specific 
features from point & shoot measurements to environmental logging 
with RS-232C output and direct printer output capabi~ty. 

The LA-1210 and LA-1220 with on-line function - ideal for gen
eral stationary sound level measurements; for weighted (L.A' L.d 
and non-weighted (Lp) sound pressure levels. 

The LA-1240 Integrating sound level meter with memory _ ideal 
for non-stationary industrial and work environment sound level 
measurements; for L. q• 4. and Lx. 

The LA-12~50 integrating sound level meter for environmental 
measurements - ideal for road traffic: sound level measure
ments; for L. q• LE and Lx. Back-erase function (max 10sec:), 
internal memory (manual 300 addresses, eac:h can hold 8 mea
surements and 4 parameters) 

For further information, phone Vipac: on: 
13007 VIPAC (1300 7 84722) 
or email tosales@vipac:.c:om.au 
http://www.vipac.com.au 
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Un~aDef.nceT""hnology 
Details: hltp:l/www.udmet.cmn 

May 17_1!J. AAL80RG 

~:!!!ec'< Low Prcquen<'y No;"" &; 

Details: v.~ Tempest, Mulu-SciCIJCe Publi5hing 
Cu. Ltd. 5 Watc<o W~, Brentwood, Esse:< 
C~115 9TB, UK FOl<' +44 1277 223453 

MOlY 24 _ U, ISTANBUL 
Inl Symp No;,. Control '" Ac~ for 
Edu~iooalBuildin.i:. andTurlWtNotionol 

Cong..,..""Acou"ics 
Drtoil" TurkiYI Acouslic:o.l S<.;iety. YTO Mim. 
F .... , S0150B.,ik\as.btanbul.Thrkoy; Fax: '90 
212261 ~.l49;www.1akder . ...l!: 

May JO - JUlie 3, ATLANTA 
13'l1h M<:eling of AS A 
Detai)"Fax:+151657623?7, 
Web:,...uil'.org 

JUDO S-~, INSTANBL'L 
Inl ConfOn Acouslic.i, Speech & Sig Proc 
Detail.'TiilayAda~.Uniy",,;{yofMaJ)'land 

RaltimoreColUlty, DeparnnentofComputer 
Sci."". I!lIdIllectricalEnginccrinll.1000 
i!iIll"" Cirde, Baillmor<:, MD21250 USA; 
Fax:-t1 4104553969; 
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J'lD.6-9, Sf.PETERSBURG 
5th Int Symp Transport Nois. '" Vibration 
Detail" EEAA, Mrulroo.'skoe Shosse 44, 
196158StPetersbUJ'i,Ru"';a;Fax:-+7812127 
9323;noi;c@maiLrcom.ru 

July 4_7, GICR'lANY 
1thlntCong.onSoundandVibllltioo 
De!3ils:ICSV7,C""i=&S.",inar 
Morag~Todustriest ..... 35,D-81I!14 
Gro_U.GmrIarrt_FlX'+498142S471S 
inf~,b(lpjl,.""".ii ••. org 

JlIIylO-13,LYON 
5th Europem Conr on UnderwaIC' Ac"""t;". 
lktail"LASSSO,43Bd_du11~1918, 

Bal308,BP2017,69616V~lelltbannt ccdc>., 

AU2."t 23 - 23, NANJING 
ACSIM2000,lndAsia_Pocif>cConfSy'tcms 
In!esrity& Mainl 
D<tag""",,"~Wte:zoo,DeplMechFng.MOO3Sh 

UaI, ~rodd £.>st. VIC 3145, Au.mli •. Tel 
+61 1990J lJH F",,; +61 39903 1084; 
~1l·mon.sh..edu .all,hl!p:Ify,"WW· 
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~:;;~~~I~~ ~~E 
DeuUs: SFA,23 >venue Brun<tiore. 75(l171'3ri., 
Fn"",,: F"", +33 I 47889060;http://int.,-. 
noi.c2000.loa.csp:i.frl 
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InlConfNoisc&VibPro-De.ign& Chu>o:t. 
U.ing EneraY (NOV~M) 
Dctaii.<:LYA,TNSAdc L)U'I,Bldg. 303,20 
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lyon.frhttp://h .... in .. -lyOl1.frinavem2OOO1 

Sep 13-13, LEUVEN 
IntConfN";"' BlV,bEoC OSl.1A1S) 
lktails:iSMA2S,K.U.LcuvenDqltMechEtllI
PMA.Cele,tijnenlaanJOOIJ,Jl.-3001Leuven, 
BELGIUM Fox (+32) 16322987. 
lieve.notre@mech.kuIeu.tn . ..,.be 
htlJ>:Jlwww.ma:h.I<ul ... ~_><_be/pm3ln.e1lt< 

Stptl7-21,VILNIUS 
' >t TntConf(IOth Anniverury) 
IJelllils:Acou.tical Soc Lilhuania, Kri.iu 15-1, 
2005VIl";,""Lithuani.;Fox:+37022l3451; 
daum ... w.eiblyo@jff.,u.1i 

Oeloher 3-S KUMAMOTO 
WESTPKACVII 
IJetail"DeptCompute,Scie""e,Kumamoto 
Uni. 2-39-1 Knrohmi, Kumamoto, 86{}-0862 
Tel : +81 963423622 Fax: +81 963423630 
~'tpmc7@cor.fni.= • . b!mamoto--u.ac.jp 
ht!p:llcogni.e<:(:s.kuJItarnolou.ac.jplothcr>.' 
~'tp",c7 

Octobcrlfi...20HllJlNG 
6th Inl Cmf. 011 Spoken Language Proces,ing 
Details: ICSLP2000 Socmariat,Institute of 
AcousticJ, POBox 2712. 17 Zh.mgGuan Cun 
Rd,Beijing IOOOSO, China,Fax:+86 106256 
9Q79, mchU@plum.iouc_L-n 

~=:!';~1', Pi:KrH 
AASConfe",nce 
tklails: AAS_WA. P.O. BOJl109O, 
WestPenh,WA6872, 
barclayo@iinetnct.llU 

Det.mber44l, NEWPORT BEAm 
Meetiog of the ASA 
Delllilo:ASA,500 Sunnyside Blvd .. 
Woodl>lu)",NYII797USA. Fax-+I516576 
2377,web: uuip.org 

2001 
J"uu4-3, CmCAGO 
~~~"(iogOfth.AcousticalSocietyof 

Dewis:ASA,500Sunny';deBlvJ,Woodbury, 
NY 11 191.2999,USA, Fax:+1 5165762377, 
W~b: a,a.aip."'ll 

=~~~I~~OO"('GUE 
Detail.:seetetary@intemoise200I.rudc1ft.nl; 
Wcb:ime moisc200l.tudclft.n1 
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